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1. Normal Operation 

• According to the Vestas' Mechanical Operating and Maintenance Manyal pg. 3 
o "Do not stay within a radius of 1,300 ft. from the turbine unless it is necessary. 
o Make sure that children do not stay by or play nearby the turbine. 
o If necessary, fence the foundation." 

2. Blade Failure 

e According to Chief Gary Bowker, who has over 38 years of fire service experience, in his 
article 3 wind-turbine failures firefighters must know 

o. "Blade failure is by far the most common type of failure. 
o Blade failure Is responsible for most of the incidents reported. 
o Blade failure can occur when the blades are damaged such as the result of bird 

strikes, storm damage, or a runaway/over-speed turbine motor with brake failure." 

• Shattered blade ... again (3·20-11) (DeKalb, IL) 

<> Two wind turbines suffer damalle (5·2·11) (Bismarck, ND) 

" NextEra says broken wind turbine blade removed (5·6·11) (Shabbona, ll) 

" Thunderstorm damages wind turbines in Lincoln County (7-7-11) (Worthington, MD) 
3. Fires 

• According to Chief Gary Bowker, 
o "The second most common incident is the result of fire. 
o Fires can occur from a number of sources; however, mechanical gearbox failure has 

plagued the industry for years. 
o Other fire causes include electrical malfunctions and lightning strikes." 

• According to the Vestas' Mechanical Operating and Maintenance Manual pg. 17 
o "In case of a fire during an uncontrolled operation, do under no circumstances 

approach the turbine. Evaluate and rope off the turbine in a radius of minimum 
1,300 ft." 

• Response to Emergencies in Wind Turbines 

• Flaming wind turbines left to burn 

" McBain wind turbine catches fire (8-3-11) (McBain, Ml) 

., Wind Turbine Erupts Into Flames Southwest Of Abilene (8-25-11) (Abilene, TX) 

• Wind turbine sparks up southwest of Abilene (10-3-11) (Abilene, TX) 

'" Wind turbine catches fire; Altona firefighters respond (1-28-12) (Altona, NY} 

• In brief: Fire destroys windmill turbine (2-6-12) (Blue Knob, Pal 

• Damaged Turbine Suspends Wind Energy Production (4·25·12) (Payne, OH) 

• Another Wind Turbine Blaze: Fire Breaks Out At Iowa Wind Farm (5·24-12) (lA) 

" Wind turbine found damaged in Iroquois County (6-6-12) (Sheldon, II) 

e Cal Fire: Wind Turbine Generator Caused Wildland Fire That Charred 367 Acres with Police 
Report (6-17-12) (Tehachapi, CA) 



~ Another Wind Turbine Fire- This Time, In Tehachapi (7-27-12) (Tehachapi, CA) 

4. Ice Shedding and Ice Throws 

e According to GE Energy Ice Shedding and Ice Throw- Risk and Mitigation 

o "GE suggests that the following actions, which are based on recognized industry 

practices, be considered when siting turbines to mitigate risk for ice-prone project 

locations: 

o Locating turbines a safe distance from any occupied structure, road, or 

public use area. 

o Wind Energy Production in Cold Climate provides the following formula for 

calculating a safe distance: 1.5 x (hub height + rotor diameter)" 

o [For 500 ft. turbine that would be 1,000 ft.] 

o "It should be noted that the actual distance is dependent upon turbine 

dimensions, rotational speed and many other potential factors." 

e Professor Terry Matilsky of the Department of Physics and Astronomy at Rutgers University, 

Piscataway, NJ in the article PART I--- basic kinematics reports, 

o "The bottom line is that ice, debris or anything breaking off the wind turbine blades 

(including the blades themselves) can impact a point almost 1, 700 feet away from 

the base of the turbine 

o This calculation is for a blade radius of 100 feet and a rotational speed of up to 1 

revolution every 3 seconds. If the rotational speed were faster, the ice could be 

thrown even further." 

" Wind turbine closed after showering homes with blocks of ice 

5. Structural Failure of Tower 

o According to Chief Gary Bowker, 

o "Tower failure can occur from damage during transport, high winds, blade strike or 

lack of maintenance. 

o A fire originating in the motor housing can spread to the composite fiber blades, and 

into the structural tower resulting in collapse." 

e Wind Power Gets Bent Out of Shape in Wyoming (2-25-11) (Arlington, WY) 

e Back in Action Fenner Wind Turbine (12-27-09} (NY) 

e Officials looking For Answer After Wind Turbine Collapse (3-12-Q9) (NY) 

e Parents of technician killed in Sherman County wind turbine collapse file suit (8-26-07) (OR) 

e DVD on Weatherford, Oklahoma collapse 

6. A Summary of Accidents 

e The Dark Side of "Green": Wind Turbine Accidents, Injuries and Fatalities Raise Serious 

Safety Concerns 

7. Maintenance 

.. According to Peter Asmus in the article Turbine Business Stumbling on High Maintenance 

Costs, 

o Gearboxes allegedly designed for a 20 year life are breaking down prematurely 

across most major manufacturing brands. 



o According to a 30 year veteran of the wind industry, "Even though gearboxes are 

certified to operate for 20 years, NONE of them on today's market last more than 

eight years." 

o "It turns out that designing wind turbines is tougher than rocket science since the 

humongous stresses on gearboxes goes all the way down to the microscopic level." 

8. Lifeline/CareFiight/Fiight for Life 

e According to CareFiight spokesperson in Champaign County, Illinois, in the article Turbine 

proposal prompts concern by CareFiight pilot, OSP commander 

o "There are certain minimums we have to maintain and must stay out of the clouds 

and above the tallest object in the area and we also have to remain 500 feet below 

any cloud ceiling. Raising the obstruction minimum in an area restricts flights that 

can be made to deliver critical care. There will be many blocks of airspace near the 

turbines that will be shut down for CareFiight service." 

o "CareFiight responds to a large number of severe crashes when visibility isn't 

optimal due to time of day or weather conditions." 

o The CareFiight pilot also asked, "How do I determine a turbine from a tower? 

Towers are lit at the top and don't move or create turbulence; turbines are lit 

100 feet or more below the actual top and have rotating blades that cannot be 

seen in a wide area. We are a 12-hour-a-day minimum facility with many 24-

hour days, often with flights in the dark. With too many altitude restrictions 

and to many (turbines) in a small area, helicopter operations will be limited as 

to where we can land and this could delay critical care needed in assisting 

victims of accidents to Levell trauma centers." 

• H is for HELP I 400 Foot Wind Turbines and EMS helicopters 

e Important information from Flight For Life about Windmill Farms 

• Emington Woman Critically Injured in March 3 Accident (3-3-10) (Emington, IL) 

9. Crop Dusting 

" Low-Flying Aircraft Have A "Towering" Problem 

• Pilot on turbines: It's a nightmare 

e Plane Crash Kills Area Crop Duster 

e NTSB: Sacramento agriculture pilot killed by unseen hazard 

" Wind Farms and Aerial Application 

10. Doppler Radar 

e Wind Farm Interference Showing Up on Doppler Radar (Indiana) 

e Wind Farm Interference Showing Up on Doppler Radar (Wisconsin) 
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This manual applies to the wind turbine V90 • 3.0MW, VCRS 60Hz, Mk-7. 

It is the turbine owner's responsibility that only qualified persons operate the 
turbine. 

Do not operate the turbine before, as a minimum, having studied the following 
carefully: 

-/ 960314 Safety Regulations for Operators and Technicians 

-/ 950173 User Guide 

Do not hesitate to contact your plant manager or Vestas' Service Department if 
you need more detailed explanations. 

Vestas Wind Systems A/S 

Alsvej 21 

DK-8900 Randers 

Telephone: +45 9730 0000 

The manual will continuously be brought up to date. Corrections to each specific 
chapter are listed for the past year under the heading of "History of this 
Document". 

The latest revision date of a specific chapter is stated in the header of the 
chapter. Class II indicates that the document is only handed out according to 
agreement with Vestas' Technology Department. 

Each specific chapter has its own item number followed by a revision number 
(Rx). 

First editions have revision number RD. 
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Safety Regulations for Operators 
and Technicians, 
V90-3MW/V100-2.75MW 
History of this Document 

Rev. no.: 
0 
1 

2 
3 
4 

5 

Date: 
2005-06-23 
2005-09-19 

2006-01-17 
2006-03-03 
2006-05-08 

2006-09-11 

Description of change 
First edition 
947554 replaced by 959055; 
Chap. 9: "However, the capacitors in the converter and AG02 
section might be energized." inserted 
Chapter 1 0 Converter and AG02 Sections 
Figure numbers updated 
Reference to 947554 added again page 12 
Chapter 18.1.1. New wind speed limit 23m/s 
Language revision. 
Inserted: section 14.2 Access to roof, text and picture. 
Reference to V1 00 added 
Section 19 updated with new pictures and new text. 
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A turbine connected to the grid implies certain elements of danger if it is handled without exercising 
proper caution. 

For safety reasons, at least two persons have to be present during a work procedure. 

The work must be properly carried out in accordance with this manual and other related manuals. 
This implies, among other things that personnel must be instructed in and familiar with relevant parts 
of this manual. 

Furthermore, personnel must be familiar with the contents of the "Substances and Materials" 
regulations. 

Caution must especially be exerted in situations where measurement and work is done in junction 
boxes that can be connected to power. 

Consequently the following safety regulations must be observed. 

2. Stay and Traffic by the Turbine 
Do not stay within a radius of 400m ( 1300ft) from the turbine unless it is necessary. If you have to 
inspect an operating turbine from the ground, do not stay under the rotor plane but observe the rotor 
from the front. 
Make sure that children do not stay by or play nearby the turbine. If necessary, fence the foundation. 
The access door to the turbine must be locked in order to prevent unauthorised persons from 
stopping or damaging the turbine due to mal-operation of the controller. 

3. Address and Phone Number of the 
Turbine 

Note the address and the access road of the turbine in case an emergency situation should arise. The 
address of the turbine can often be found in the service reports in the ring binders next to the ground 
controller. Find the phone number of the local life-saving service. 

Vestas Wind Systems NS · A!svej 21 · 8900 Randers ·Denmark· www.vestas.com 
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Only authorised or instructed persons are allowed to open the doors of the controller cabinet. 

Picture 1 

Before inspecting or working on the turbine, the remote control MUST be deactivated. Use the 
breaker-key and set it in position "local". 
Remember to activate the remote control when the inspection or the work has been completed. 

5. Emergency Stop Buttons 
For safety reasons please note the location of the 4 emergency stop buttons. The buttons are located 
(Figure 1 Locations of emergency stop buttons and trip F60 in nacelle) at: 

• Ground controller (at the bottom of the turbine). 
• Gearbox (pos. 1 ). 
• Yaw ring (pos. 2). 
• Nose cone (pos. 3, only local stopping function) 
• Nacelle controller (pos. 4). 
• Trip F60 (pos. 5). 

The emergency stop buttons are red with a yellow background. An emergency stop is activated by 
pressing one of the red buttons. When an emergency stop is activated, the controller switches to 
"EMERGENCY STOP" mode meaning that no power will be supplied to the contactor solenoids, the 
blades will pitch (full feathering), the brake will be applied and the turbine will stop. The yaw system, 
the hydraulic pump, the gear oil pump and the nacelle ventilator will also stop. Consequently, all 
moving parts will be brought to a standstill. 
However, the power supply to the light, the nacelle, the hub and the ground controllers will still be on. 
The stop button in pos. 3 is not an emergency stop button but a local stopping function. 

Vestas Wind Systems A/S · Alsvej 21 · 8900 Randers · Denmark · www.vestas.com 
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Remember: The hydraulic system is still under pressure. Due to the accumulators, up to 6 
litres of hot oil will pour out, if the hydraulic system is intervened. 

Please note: When the emergency stop buttons are activated, the brake is activated. 

Figure 1 Locations of emergency stop buttons and trip F60 in nacelle 

Picture 2 Yaw ring emergency stop button (pos. 2, Figure 1) 
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Picture 5 Emergency stop button in hub (pos. 3, Figure 1) 
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Trip F60 is situated on the nacelle controller (pos. 4). Trip F60 disconnects the high voltage supply for 
the turbine. When disconnected, only the control system in the turbine is supplied from the UPS for 
approx. 6 hours. Usually, the local power station must take part when the turbine is connected to the 
grid. 

5.2 Lift (Optional) 
If a lift is installed, it has several emergency stop buttons. 
Note: These buttons only stop the lift; emergency stop buttons for turbine do not apply to the lift. 

5.3 Internal Crane 
The crane is equipped with an emergency stop button. This only applies to the crane and otherwise 
the emergency stop buttons in the turbine do not apply to the crane. 

6. Practical Advice at Inspection 
When inspecting the machinery, always look very closely for oil spills and loose bolts. Dirt must be 
wiped off, otherwise it can be difficult to determine whether there is a significant leak. 
Loose bolts in the structure mean danger. They must be tightened immediately. If it is a matter of 
several bolts or repetitions, please contact Vestas Wind Systems AJS service department. 

7. Influence by Lubricants 
The lubricants used in the turbine can be aggressive. Lubricants must not 
get in contact with skin or clothes. 
At inspection of a gearbox if removing a cap while the oil is still hot, be 
careful not to breathe in the hot oil vapours. 

8. High Voltage Installations 
As a basic rule it is not allowed to dismount cover or open locked doors to the high voltage 
installations. 
An operator/service technician is only allowed to move around behind the covering when the high 
voltage is disconnected, locked and visibly earthed. The work must be carried out and approved by 
authorised personnel only (power station or selected coupling leader). One of these persons must 
give permission to access the HV installation. 
Work done on high voltage installations must be carried out in accordance with national regulations 
and related Vestas Wind Systems AJS manuals. 

Vestas Wind Systems A/S · A!svej 21 · 8900 Randers ·Denmark· www.vestas.com 
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A grid drop-out causes an EMERGENCY STOP. The blades pitch out of the wind (full feathering); the 
yaw system, the hydraulic pump and the nacelle ventilator stop. Consequently, all moving parts will be 
brought to a standstill except for emergency lubrication system for the gearbox. The power supply for 
the light and the nacelle, hub and ground controllers is partly off. However, the capacitors in the 
converter and AG02 section might be energized. 

10. Converter and AG02 Sections 
WARNING: 
If working on the converter section or AG02 section, note that the capacitors inside can be 
charged to 800 V and those in the filters can be charged to 690 V. The capacitors are discharged 
to below 50 V in 5 minutes after disconnection from the grid. Switch Q7 and Q8 must be turned 
off. 
Before opening the cabinet, check the DC-Iink-voltage in picture 17. 
Before working on the converter/AG02, check the DC-Iink-voltage with a Fluke multimeter. 

11 . Turbine Standstill 
After a period of maximum 14 days without grid connection, necessary equipment for humidity- and 
temperature control must be installed in the turbine in order to fulfil the following requirements: 

• For 90 % of the shutdown period, the relative humidity (RH) must not exceed 45 %. 
• The RH must be between 45% and 60% for max. 10% of the shutdown period only. 
• Within a period of 12 hours, the temperature in the turbine must not drop more than 10' C. 
• The temperature and humidity must be logged. 

During a period without grid connection, the following inspections must be carried out on a monthly 
basis: 

• Check the functionality of the equipment as regards humidity and temperature. 
• Check the RH and temperature logging in accordance with the requirements mentioned 

above. 
• Check the emergency lubrication. 
• Recharge emergency lubrication batteries (only every 3 months). 
• Check the blade locking system. 
• Check that the brake is released and without pressure. 

Vestas Wnd Systems A/S · Alsvej 21 · 8900 Randers ·Denmark· www.vestas.com 
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If the turbine rotation exceeds its limit, the overspeed guard (VOG) is activated, and the turbine will go 
into EMERGENCY STOP mode. The state of failure cannot be reset until the VOG has been de
energized. 

13. Inspection of the Turbine 
At inspection of the turbine, the following procedure must be followed. 

When inspecting the turbine there must always be at least two persons present. 
Full feathering of the blades is done by pressing <PAUSE>. When the rotor comes to a standstill or 
rotates slowly, activate the <Emergency stop button> to stop the turbine. 

It is now possible to climb the turbine but remember as a minimum to wear: 
• Safety footwear suitable for climbing towers. 
• H-belt with fall protection device fastened directly to the H-belts D-ring on your chest. 
• Safety helmet. 

Always make sure that there is nobody above you in the turbine when you start the ascent. 
If you bring tools, lubricants etc. with you, keep these in a rucksack or a bag which is attached to the 
safety belt. 

During the ascent the fall protection and the supporting strap MUST be mounted. Do not mount the 
fall protection hook on the aluminium ladder rungs or on the fittings for the ladder, as they might brake 
in case of falling. Instead the swivel eye plate (yellow) must be used. 
Close the trap doors of the landings when passing them. 
Please notice the location of the emergency stop buttons and Trip F60 in the nacelle. 

When working on the electrical part of the controller, the controller must be disconnected by the circuit 
breaker (marked 07, 026 and 027) in the board arrangement and locked by means of a padlock. 
Only authorised personnel must have access to the key/keys. 
When working on the terminal of the generator, inspecting the generator cables or the controlling as 
such, the generator must be disconnected by the circuit breaker (08 and 023) in the board 
arrangement and locked by means of a padlock. Only authorised personnel must have access to the 
key/keys. 

When working on the yaw system, the yaw motors must be disconnected in the control panel at the 
contactors F35.1 and F35.2. 

Always make sure that there is nobody below the turbine while you are working in the nacelle. Even a 
small screw is highly dangerous when falling from a height of 60m or more. 
Unauthorised persons must under no circumstances move the covering plates which cover rotating or 
electrical parts, especially the high voltage installation. Be cautious that safety straps are not caught 
on any rotating shafts during stay in the nacelle while the turbine is in operation. 

Vestas Wind Systems A/S · Alsvej 21 · 8900 Randers ·Denmark· www.vestas.com 
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Before entering the hub or working on rotating parts in the nacelle, make sure that the rotor is locked 
and that the blades are fully feathered. See section "Operating the Rotor Locking System" on how to 
activate the rotor locking system. 
Before descent, close the nacelle skylights and the service hatch. Make sure that you have gathered 
all tools and remember that the red emergency stop buttons must be off. 
If the blades are iced up, it is highly dangerous to stay below or close to the rotor. If the turbine is to 
be restarted with iced up blades, the operator must be very careful and make sure that no persons 
are nearby because of the risk of falling pieces of ice. 

Do not stay in the nacelle while the turbine is in operation, unless if checking for gear and generator 
noise. 

Any oil or grease spills must be cleaned up because of the risk of slipping. 
Make sure that the covering and the locking of the high voltage installations are undamaged. 
Make sure that the high voltage cable between the high voltage installations in the nacelle and the 
bottom are undamaged and do not have any visible mechanical damages, such as having been 
squeezed/cut by cable binders, mechanical parts etc. 

When working in the nacelle, spinner or roof, please pay attention to safety hooking points. See figure 
3. 

When working on the roof of the nacelle, secure a safety line on the roof rail. See Picture 11 Hooking 
points on the roof. 

Special caution must be taken when climbing lattice towers when it is wet or icy. Moreover special 
cautions must be taken when climbing on the outside of the lattice tower, since the bac.k of the blade 
is close to the lattice tower when the blade is turning around its longitudinal axis. This happens if 
anyone pushes <PAUSE> or <EMERGENCY STOP> and also at an unintended EMERGENCY 
STOP. 

Vestas Wind Systems AJS · Alsvej 21 · 8900 Randers ·Denmark· www.vestas.com 
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See Figure 2 Safety Equipment 

1. Safety helmet. 
2. H-belt (delivered by Vestas). 
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3. Lanyards: one line with a fall damper device, one line with a shortening device (delivered by 
Vestas). 

4. Fall protection device (delivered by Vestas). 
5. Rubber-soled footwear properly tightened. 

When climbing the tower, fasten the fall protection device directly to the H-belt's D-ring. Only one 
person is allowed on each ladder section at a time. 

If a service lift is installed in the turbine, bring along the safety equipment in it. 

Vestas Wind Systems A/S · Alsvej 21 · 8900 Randers · Denmark · www.vestas.com 
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In case the escape route via the tower should be cut off by fire or other unforeseen events, a rescue 
and descent device is located in the nacelle behind the main controller section in an aluminium box. 
Please see user manual for rescue equipment, item number 959055 (VCS, 50 Hz turbines) or 947554 
(VCRS, 60Hz turbines). 

• Fixing point for ResQ descent device. 
• Open the left service hatch. 
• Lift the arm above the opening. 
• Fasten the ResQ descent device to the arm. 
• Ready for lowering, SWL 2000kg. 
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14.2 Access to Roof 
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Place the ladder on machine foundation at the rear of the nacelle to gain access to nacelle roof as 
shown in the picture below. 
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15. Hooking Points and Safety Chains 
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A number of hooking points is installed at different locations in the nacelle. A hooking point is shown 
in Picture 9 Hooking point. 
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Picture 10 Safety chains must be mounted when the bottom hatch is open (Figure 3) 
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16. Precautions in Case of Fire 
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At any type of fire in or near a turbine, the power to the turbine must always be disconnected at the 
main high voltage circuit breaker. To disconnect supply, switch off by pushing the red button (marked 
TRIP F60) on the nacelle controller in the nacelle. In the tower bottom the power supply is switched 
off by pushing the red button situated on the breaker in the high voltage section. If it is impossible to 
get to the main circuit breaker, contact the power station for a disconnection of the grid. 

In case of a fire during an uncontrolled operation, do under no circumstances approach the turbine. 
Evacuate and rope off the turbine in a radius of minimum 400m (1300ft). In case of a fire in a non
operating turbine, the fire can be put out by means of a powder extinguisher. 

Use of a C02 extinguisher in a closed room can result in lack of 
oxygen. 

17. Directions for Use of Rotor Lock 
To avoid accidents and near-accidents, which can be prevented via mechanical locking of the rotor, 
the following guidelines must be followed: 

IN GENERAL: 
Besides following the requirements listed in this document, it is important also to use ones 
common sense and assess the specific situations. 

When the wind speed exceeds the values of the mechanical design of the locking system, it is not 
allowed to work in a turbine as listed below. 

A technical solution must be prepared before starting work on a turbine that cannot be locked 
mechanically. 

The work listed below must not be carried out before the turbine has been mechanically locked. 

Mechanical rotor locking must be used in connection with: 

1. Hub and blades: 
a. stay in hub and nose cone 
b. stay on/near the blade is not allowed unless both the rotor and the blade has been locked 

2. Work on gearbox and gear oil system if this involves: 
a. disassembly and adjustment of mechanical parts 
b. tensioning 
c. activation of shrink disc 
d. internal inspection -unless it is a visual inspection 

3. Work on coupling and braking system if this involves: 
a. disassembly and adjustment of mechanical parts 
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4. Work on generator if this involves: 
a. disassembly and adjustment of mechanical parts 
b. tensioning 
c. work on slip ring systems/units 

5. Work on yaw system 

6. 

7_ 

8_ 

9. 

In addition to rotor locking, the turbine must be secured against unintentional yawing, if this 
involves: 
a. disassembly of mechanical parts 
b. yaw brakes cannot be activated 

a. 

a. 
b. 

a. 
b. 
c. 

a. 

Work on electricity in the nacelle, if this involves: 
that the turbine controller is switched off and work at rotating parts of the drive train has to be 
carried out. 

Work on hydraulics for pitch as well as brake system, if this involves 
disassembly of mechanical parts 
that the pumps are out of operation 

Work on the turbine's exterior 
In addition to rotor locking, the turbine must be secured against yawing, if this involves: 
use of crane 
use of front lift 
use of other lifts or scaffold systems 

Replacement of components, if this involves: 
replacement of components, sensors, etc. close to unshielded rotating parts of the drive train. 
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18. Operating the Rotor Locking System 
The rotor must not be locked unless it is necessary, however always when servicing the hub and it 
must be unlocked as soon as possible after the service operation, which caused the locking. 

If the rotor has to be locked for more than 48 hours, it must be bolted to the main foundation, following 
the procedure description in section 18.2. 

18.1.1 Operating the hydraulic rotor locking system for normal service 
The rotor locking system must not be set or used at wind speeds exceeding 23 m/s. 

The rotor locking system must not be used while the rotor is rotating. 

Pitching of blades is not allowed while the rotor is locked, except at wind speeds below 15 
m/s. In this case only one blade may be pitched at a time. 

The rotor locking system is located at the upper right hand side of the main gear, 
see Picture 12 Rotor locking system. 

1. Set the turbine to PAUSE mode and select test picture 11.7 (Manual Pitch and Brake), where 
the brake can be activated. 

2. Align the locking system position holes in the hub with the locking system mandrels by 
"manoeuvring" the brake (press [ *]) until the V-notch marking (pos. 1) on the hub is aligned 
with pointer on machine foundation (see pos. 2). See Picture 13. 

3. At the correct position set the handle in "+" position and pump the locking system mandrels 
out. Observe at the right side during the pumping! See Figure 4. 

4. The locking takes place with the hydraulic hand pump located above the main gear on right 
hand side. The locked position of the handle is 45°. When locking set the handle in"+" position 
(the handle perpendicular to the gearbox centre shaft). When unlocking set the handle in"-" 
position and pump in the locking system mandrels. 

5. When the mandrels are fully out or in, set the handle in "lock" position, see Figure 4. 
Verify the fully in or out position by looking at picture 11.7 .B at the operator panel. 
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Picture 12 Rotor locking system 

Picture 13 Alignment markings seen from machine foundation side 
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Rotor lock 
system. 

After use reset 
handle in lock 
position I lock 

Figure 4 Handle positions 
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18.2 Operating the Manual Rotor Locking System with Bolts 
The manual rotor locking system is used in case of servicing: 

• Gearbox repairs 
• Gearbox replacements 
• Transport of nacelle 
• Turbine standstill for long period of time: > 48 hours 

The manual rotor lock must be used as an alternative to the hydraulic rotor lock 
The following components must be used when operating the manual rotor lock. 

Item number 
950461 
782137 
782138 
782139 
782142 
782141 

Description 
Centering mandrels 
M42 special nut 
Washer 
M42 special bolt 
Shim for rotor lock 
Hex.soc.h.scr.M16x60 yellow 

Prior to mounting the manual rotor lock: 

Quantity 
3 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16x8 = 128 

• Set the turbine in PAUSE mode and activate the <emergency stop button> to activate the disc 
brake. 
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18.2.1 Mounting the manual rotor lock 
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1. Turn the hub until the highest point points up and one of the blade bearings points downwards. 
2. Lock the rotor with the hydraulic rotor lock or mount the three centering mandrels using 3 x 2 

M20x40 from in front of the hub flange and into the locking holes of the main foundation. 
3. Place 16 x M42 bolts (782139) 5 on each side and 6 in the top. 
4. Insert 16 shims (782142) so the bolt is placed in the slot and the shims. Use a small hammer 

for mounting to ensure there is no space between the shim and the hub/main foundation. 
5. Screw on the special nut, with washer underneath so it hits the hub flange. 
6. Tighten the yellow M16 special bolts (782141) following this procedure: 

Tighten the 8 M16 bolts to 70Nm. Then tighten the 8 M16 bolts to 140Nm in a circular way and 
proceed with this operation with the first 3 bolts again, so you at the end have tightened 11 
bolts to 140Nm. 
(see figure on the following page) 
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Do not at any time remove the centering mandrels when the M 16 
bolts are not tightened. 

Tightening force sequence, the full sequence ha8 to be used. 

8 Bolt m-. Torque 
Nm 

1 70 
2 70 

7 3 70 
4 70 
5 70 
6 70 
7 70 

2 
8 70 
1 140 o G 

2 140 
3 140 
4 140 
5 140 
6 140 

5 
7 140 
8 140 
1 140 

4 2 140 
3 140 

Figure 5 
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18.2.2 Dismantling the manual rotor lock after service work 

1. Loosen all the M16 special bolts. 
2. Loosen and remove all M42 special nuts. 
3. Remove all the M42 special pin bolts 
4. Remove the centering mandrels or pull back the hydraulic rotor lock. 

Bolt M42x200 (782139) Shim (782142) 
Washer (782138) 
M 42 nut (782137) 
Spec. bolt M16 (782141) 
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All these components are shown in an additional document 958627. 

19. Operating the Internal Crane 
Limitations on use: 

• Lift or landing to floating vessels is not permitted for any crane constellation. 
• Lift or lowering of personnel is not permitted for any crane constellation. 
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• Do not use any of the crane constellations for external operation above wind speed 15 m/sec 
10 min. 

• Do not operate the crane without correct authorization. 

After 50 lifts with 12000 kg load the crane must be recertified: 
• Inspect all welding on both trolleys for cracks. Repair or replace damaged items. 
• Inspect all welding on lattice construction for cracks. In case of cracks Vestas Technology 

must be contacted. 
• Replace all bolts, nuts and washers on bridge and trolley. 
• Check rollers for free rotation, replace if malfunction. 
• Perform overload test. 

Attach chain to prevent accidental access to hazardous area. 
Open the service hatch and secure it to transformer partition wall. 
Keep the service hatch closed after hoisting operation is completed. 
The internal crane and the traverse must be fastened in parked position when turbine in operation. 
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Release the chain from the chain box. 

Figure 9 The chain box 

The crane can be moved longitudinally by a winch mounted on the machine-foundation. 
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Figure 1 0 The Crane Winch 
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Figure 11 The crane in parked position 

General crane functions: 
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The internal nacelle overhead traverse trolley support 4 lifting functions, each with specific manual. 

• Normal service operation. Max. Work load is 800 kg. 
Prior to lowering the trolley must be locked in sideways direction by tightening lock screws Y. extra 
turn after contact and in longitudinally direction locked by keeping the steel wire tensioned and 
tightening lock screw for longitudinally direction by tightening lock screws Y. extra turn after contact . 
Warning: 
Visual inspect: 
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• The bridge and trolley for corrosion, wear, defect bolts and connections before using the 
crane. 

• Winch for oil/grease leaks and corrosion. 

The crane must not be used before defects are repaired. 

Lock screws for 
longitudinally 
direction. 

Service crane work ran e. Restricted area. 
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• Lifting transformer. Max. work load is 12000 kg. 
This operation is only to be done by authorized personneL 
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Transformer lowering position. 

Transformer lifting position. 

• Lifting generator. Max. Work load is 12000 kg. 
This operation is only to be done by authorized personneL 
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Generator lowering. 

Internal crane for lifting components in the hub: 

This operation is only to be done by authorized personnel. 
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Hub components position. 
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Internal crane for lifting gear stages, Max. work load is 12000 kg: 

This operation is only to be done by authorized personnel. 

Tower centerline. ,.---

Gear stages. 

3889 

Service lifting position. 
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3 wind-turbine failures firefighters must know 
Wind-turbine farms are springing up across the country and they pose 
unique threats to fire and rescue agencies 

Like' ,[231 . ' Tweetj{sJ 

By Chief Gary Bowker (Ret) 

Wind-farms have been around for several 
decades in Europe, but only in recent years have 
we seen them appear in the United States. The 
United Kingdom has experienced a dramatic 
increase in wind-turbine incidents resulting in a 
number of civilian injuries and deaths in the past 
decade, according to a report by Caithness 
Windfarm Information Forum 2012. 

As more communities are using wind energy, 
many fire departments likewise across the United 
States are seeing wind-farms being built within 
their response areas. And as with most new 
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advances in technology new challenges also arise for the fire service. 

According to the trade group, American Wind Energy Association, there are utility-scale wind 
turbines in 38 states, 14 of those states generate at least 1,000 megawatts of power. And growth 
in this industry seems likely. 

AWEA reports that U.S. wind turbines generate 48,600 megawatts; the on-shore potential is 
estimated at 10.4 million megawatts. To narrow that gap, there are nearly 100 projects in 31 
states and Puerto Rico to add wind-generated capacity. 

To increase their situational awareness regarding this growing trend, firefighters need to 
understand the top three types of wind-turbine failures. It is equally important to know the 
life-safety guidelines to consider when facing this new challenge. 
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Blade Failure 
Blade failure is by far the most common type of failure and is responsible for most of the incidents 
reported by the CWIF. Blade failure can occur when the blades are damaged such as the result of 
bird strikes, storm damage, or a runaway/over-speed turbine motor with brake failure. 

Fire 
The second most common incident is the result of fire. Fires can otcur from a number of sources, 
however, mechanical gearbox failure has plagued the industry for years. Other fire causes include 
electrical malfunctions and lightning strikes. 

Structural failure of tower 
While considered to be the least common type of failure, tower failure can occur from damage 
during transport, high winds, blade strike or lack of maintenance. A fire originating in the motor 
housing can spread to the composite fiber blades, and into the structural tower resulting in 
collapse. Blade strike is believed to be the cause of a tower collapse that occurred recently near 
Weatherford, Okla. 

Firefighter life safety considerations 
The obvious challenge facing firefighters is the height involved if a fire occurs in the turbine motor. 
Towers can extend 300 to 400 feet above ground. 

However, due to the risk of falling fire debris over a wide area, approaching a burning turbine is 
usually not an option unless there is a life risk involved. If the turbine is turning, power is being 
generated and an electrocution hazard will be present. 

Typically, a good option for firefighters to consider is to evacuate any endangered areas, set up a 
collapse zone, and attempt to control any ground fires to prevent the fire from spreading to other 
units. 

In the case of a runaway or over-speed event, rotating turbines can throw debris thousands of feet 
away during a blade failure. Pieces of blades have been documented as traveling over 4,200 feet. 
Distance and time will fix this problem. Pre-incident planning and SOP development are keys to 
success for safely handling this unique danger. 

About the author 

Gary Bowker is a retired fire chief with the U.S. Air Force, and has served as fire chief with the Sumner 
County, Kansas Rural Fire District #10. Chief Bowker retired as fire marshal with the City of Winfield, 
Kansas and has over 38 years of fire service experience. He has taught numerous courses with the 
National Fire Academy1 U.S. Department of Defense, and is an Associate Instructor with the University of 
Kansas Fire & Rescue Training Institute. He serves as a Kansas advocate with the National Fallen 
Firefighters Foundation's Everyone Goes Home® program and speaks frequently and has written 
numerous articles on firefighter life safety and health issues. He is nationally certified as a Fire Officer II, 
Instructor II, Inspector II, Certified Fire & Explosion Investigator (CFEI), and he holds a B.Sc. degree in 
Fire Science Administration. Chief Bowker can be reached at: glbowker@hotmail.com 
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Blogs, Illinois 

Shattered blade ... again 
Sunday, March 20, 2011, Our Life with DeKalh Wind Thrbines 

There was another turbine blade that shattered this morning in the Lee/Dekalb county windfarm project by 
Nextera Energy Resources (approximately 4 miles from our home ... we can see the shattered turbine from 
our property). there was debris thrown from the blade. 

In May of201 0 there was a blade that shattered in this project, and the NextEra spokesperson (Steve Stengel) 
said in the Dekalb County Chronicle: "that type of blade failure is unusual." 

[I] 
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Two wind turbines suffer damage 
MAY 02, 2011 4:47PM • BY LEANN ECKROTH/ BISMARCK TRIBUNE 

Two wind turbines in central North Dakota sustained damage last week and remain idle until 
repair crews can reach them. 

A turbine located about one mile south on 93rd Street, Wilton, owned by Nextera Energy of 
Florida was bent and needs to be replaced, said company spokesman Steve Stengel. 

The damage occurred late Thursday night or early Friday morning, Stengel said. 

"We're investigating its cause," he said of the damage. "We've got to get a crane up there. We're 
in the process of finding a new blade to replace there." 

Stengel could not say when a replacement blade could be found, but said the remaining 32 
towers on the wind farm in Burleigh County would keep operating. The damaged tower feeds 
Basin Electric customers, but Nextera owns, operates and is liable for them. 

Each tower generates about 1.5 megawatts. Stengel said it was not company policy to release 
the cost of damaged equipment or how much profit it would lose when not running. 

The damaged blade was about .2 a mile from the nearest county road and .7 mile away from the 
nearest home, and does not pose a fall risk to residents or motorists nearby, Stengel said. He 
said the company was not notified of any other damaged towers. 

A separate tower's blade about 15 miles south of Minot, owned by Basin Electric, also 
malfunctioned and bent over itself, said Basin Electric spokesman Daryl Hill. He said it 
happened Saturday afternoon during the blizzard and windstorm. Cause is still being 
determined. 

He said the blades are designed to adjust to their angles according to wind speeds. Towers will 
stop rotating if wind speeds exceed 55 mph. "We don't know why," Hill said. "We'll give it a new 
blade and determine the cause of the blade failure." 

He noted one blade measures 121 feet long and weighs 7 tons. 

Hill said the damaged tower won't impair the other 81 towers of the farm in Ward County. Each 
can generate 1.3 to 1.5 megawatts. "They're all independent," he said. 

"The tower that failed was about one-quarter mile away from the road. It has an ample setback. 
No homes are near it," Hill said. Hill said the wind towers well exceed setback requirements 
mandated by the state Public Service Commission. 

He said the cost to replace one its blades is $150,000 plus labor and equipment expenses for 
replacing and installing the equipment. Monday afternoon, he did not know when the repairs 
could be finished. 
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NextEra says broken wind turbine blade removed 
By Caitlin Mullen, Daily Chronicle, www.daily-chronicle.com 5 May 2011 

SHABBONA- Officials with NextEra Energy said a broken blade on a wind turbine has been removed and 
the cause of the shattered blade will be investigated. With weight limits on county and township roads this 
spring, NextEra spokesman Steve Stengel said Thursday that the company had to wait until those weight 
postings were removed before a large truck with a crane could drive on the roads to get to the blade, at 
Shabbona Road between Keslinger and Gurler roads. 

The DeKalb County Highway Department removed its spring road posting signs for county roads April 8, 
which had restricted traffic weighing more than 33,000 pounds, County Engineer Bill Lorence said. 

Stengel, who said broken blades occur occasionally, with one happening in May 20 I 0, said the blade was 
removed in the last I Yz weeks. It shattered in mid-March. The company has operated 145 turbines in DeKalb 
and Lee counties since late 2009. A group of local residents called Citizens for Open Government is opposed 
to the wind farm and is suing to have it shut down. 

This article is provided as a service ofNational Wind Watch, Inc. 
http://www.wind-watch.org/news/ 

The use of copyrighted material is protected by Fair Use. 
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Thunderstorm damages wind turbines in Lincoln County 
by Mark Steil, Minnesota Public Radio, minnesota.publicradio.org 6 July 2011 

Worthington, Minn. -Friday's severe thunderstorm damaged at least six wind turbines in Lincoln 
County. 

[I] 

Severe thunderstorm damaged at least six wind turbines in 
Lincoln County, July 1, 2011. (Photo courtesy of Lincoln 
County's Emergency Management Office) 

[2] 

On this turbine, winds tore off blades, and the hood atop the 
tower that protects the turbine and electronic equipment housed 
inside. (Photo courtesy of Lincoln County's Emergency 
Management Office) 
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The storm produced strong winds, hail and a small tornado in the southwest region of Minnesota 

The storm damaged wind turbines near the town of Lake Benton. said Lincoln County Emergency 
Management Director Jeanna Sommers. She says one machine appears a total loss. 

"One-third of the top of it is bent down," Sommers said. "Blades are completely off of it." 

Sommers says the storm damaged other nearby turbines as well. Some are missing blades. On others, 
strong winds tore from the top of the tower the hood that protects the turbine and electronic equipment 
housed inside. 

The same storm also damaged farms and power lines. It also produced a tornado which caused at least 
minor damage for two-thirds of the houses in the town of Tyler. The county board is asking for a federal 
disaster declaration to help them deal with the storm damage. 

URLs in this post: 
[I) Image: http://www. wind-watch.org/news/wp-content/uploads/2011107 
/20110706_windturbine_33.jpg 
[2) Image: http://www.wind-watch.org/news/wp-content/uploads/2011/07 
/20110706_windturbine2_33.jpg 

This article is provided as a service of National Wind Watch, Inc. 
http://www. wind-watch.org/news/ 

The use of copyrighted material is protected by Fair Use. 
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Response to Emergencies in Wind Turbines 
04/01/2011 

BY GEORGE H. POTTER 

As fossn fuels become mor~ scarce AND_ harder to locate and exploit, ~searchers 
have explored alternative energy sources such as solar, biofue/s, wind, and ocean 
waves, with more or Jess positive results, as some of the viable solutions. Of these 
solutions, wind (aeoHc energy) is proving to be a substanUa!ly clean and efficient 
alternative eriergy source although quite costly because of engineering, fabrication, 
and exploitation expenditures. 

WIND TURBINE OPERATION 

U~sj{jj 

A wind turbine or aerogener~tor is essentially a sophisticated windml!l, simHar to those still used in many rural areas for ~ 
pumping water from deep wells and powering small agricultural or industrial machinery. However, the domestic windmill 
may only be 30 to 50 feet high and have as many as12 blades With a rotor diameter of 20 feet pr so, whereas ihe averag~ 
wind energy tower may be more--than 300 feet taU and be fitted with three blades, each 100 feet or more !n l~ngth. These 
wind turbines may be situated along hilltops, on flat plains-, or even at sea. 

This fairly recent technology has taken hold in more than 80 countries around the world, led by the United States and 
closely followed by Germany, China, and Spain. Although the ''fuel" that powe'rs these tUrbines (v.:lnd) is free, the 
expenditures needed to make installations reasonably profitable are considerable, 

The operating principles are basic. Wrnd blowing though the blades makes them rotate and tum the shaft of an electric 
power generator situated lnslde an elevated compartmeni, called a nacelle {Figures 1, 2}. lriside the nacelle are oilier 
controls such as brakes, rotor pitch controllers, gearboxes, and fire protection equipment (Figure 3). As the b!aOes rotate, • 
1hey produce energy, which turns the gears aM reducers, which turn the generator's torque shaft. The generator produces 
energy1 which is then transmitted from the to'Net to transformer stations through high--tension power lines for distribution. 

Figure 1. Wlnd Turbine Tower 

TC 
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Two Killed in Indianapolis School Bus Crash 
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Figures 1·3 courtesy of author. 

Figure 2. Towerlnierior 
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figure 3. Nacelle Interior 
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The towers are normally situated in groups called wind farms ii'l ·areas where winds are constant with small variation in 
direction and speed. Wmd farms may cover several hundred acres and .are usually situated along hilltops and similar 
elevated areas. Prior to erecting the towers, viability studies are made In a number of altemativ~ locations to ascertain 
which would be the most ideal. Land acquisition, either by outright purchase or long-term leasing follows, with access road 
construction, Qrourtd preparation, tree and other obstacle removal, and leveling completed before transporting the 
components to the site. 

The road transport of the components is in itself quite an operation, since sections of the towers can be some 60 or more 
feet long and more than 12 feet in diameter. t-n average towerw!l! have four to five vertical sections. The blades can be as 
long as.130 feet, although- the: most common blades are ab,out 100 feet long. Once on sit~, cranes. raise the tower shafts-, 
situate .the nacelle and ·.generator -components, and mount ihe blades. Construction can take several weeks; often several 
months; and m6i'$ than a year, depending on the number of generators 10 be erected. The average total cost of one 
aerpgenerator, Including engineering, construction, erection, and start~up, can be around $1.5 million, although 
compHcations ln location, erection, and other costs can elevate the total to well over $3 mi!lion. 

EMERGENCY OPERATIONS 

Standard operating procedurestguidelines {SOPs!SOGs) for emergency operations at wind turbine sites are absolutely 
necessary·. The turbine-supporting tower can be as much as 300 feet high with very slim access. shafts (generally no 
elevators, Just vertical· ladders) and extremely confined inleriors. Although a few towers may be equipped with elevators, 
they would be very tight spates .. They could be used· where. aval!able for ntting some rescue personnel and equipment up 
to the nacelfe; all hough It would be difficult to lower a victim unless that person could be evacuated in a standing position, 

High¥angle rescue techniques are the most appropriate, but they must incorporate very specific actions. 

Spain ranks fourth In the world !n wind power prpductlon; several Spanish companies are recognized world leaders in the 
engineering, design, and construction of wind turbines. The Navarra region has the country's highest concentr<jltion of 
aerogenerators. Recognizing the need for emergency response procedures, the Navarra Emergency Response Agency, In 
close cooperation with the Spanish affiliate of General Electric, one of the country's leading a eo lie energy providers, 
developed a very precise SOP for emergency response to incidents lnvo!vlng wind turbines al any height as well as the 
surrounding wind farm site (see sidebars "VVind TurbJna- Emergency Procedure" and~Wind Turbine Rescue"). The 12~ 
station agency has more than 1,000 employees and protectsa-3,861 square--mile area with 630,500 residents. The 
adaptation of the Navarra SOP· below provides a gyideline for all fire departments worldwide in developing specific 
SOPs/SOGs for emergency f¥ponse 'fo incidents !nvolv!ng wind turbines. 

EMERGENCY SITUATIONS 

Fire and persona! Injury are the principal emergency situations that could affect a wind turbine and require emergency 
service response. These two overal! categories encompass many variilnts that require speciftc response procedures. 
Added to the high initial costs of engineering and construction, damages to a wind turbine could well run up to hundreds of 
thousands of dollars in repairs and reconstruction., In addition to many months of downtirrw and subsequent loss of income. 
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The Caithness Windfarmlnformation Forum, based In the United Kingdom, compiled a summary of more than 900 
incidents Involving wind turbines.1 

In a December 2009 incident in Uelzen, Germany, a fire occurred in a wind turbine .at a height of 130 meters (427 feet). 
The fire department closed off the the area and allowed the fire to bum out because it could not light the fire at that he!ght 
and had no other choice. 

Page 5 of8 
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Lightning stOkes damaged wind turbines on the Campo Indian Reserva\loo in California in AuguSj 2009, severely 
damaging lwo oflhem. 

At the same Installation, in Aprl12010, a wind-farm workerwtlo suffered an e!eclrica1 shock was airlifted 1o safety. 

Ughtning slro~ a turbine that was offline for repairs at the Elkhorn Ridge wind farm near Bloomfield, Nebraska, in August 
2010. There were no Injuries. The Bloomfield Fire Department responded to the emergency call, but the small fire burned 
Itself oulln late 2008, an explosion and firo in a turbine injured three workBrs during conslructlon of the wind farm. 

In August 2010, the Halcllet Fire burned five acres near wind turbines before ctews contained ll The lire occurred west of 
Hatchet Ridge. California. 

The most recent wind turbine emergency at this wtiling occurred in December 2010 at the Pouille-les-Coteaux wind farm in 
France. The report said that firefighters had to rescue an injured 22-year-old maintenance technician by lowering him 98 
meters (322 feet) in freezing temperatures. 

The interior dimensions of wind turbines vary among manufacturers, but in general !hey are all pretty light Mounted on the 
top of the tower, the naC:<>IIe contains the eleclliclly-generaiing equipment that is connected to the turbine blades. In 
general, a typical nacelle Is approximately 30 feet long, between 7Y.: and 8 feet high, and around 9)1;: to 11 feet wide. An 
"avernge» man-six feet tal! with a trim bulld--would have to crouch and bend himself In pretty much an Interior spaces. 
The largest open area is around the service hoist and around the drive shaft. Some blade manufacturers claim that their 
blades are accessible, bul they don't describe the physical characterlstics necessary to get into the blades. The blades are 
one oft he problemaHc spaces for possible entrapment 

The aver;!lga tower diameters are between 14 and 15 feet at ground !eve!, about12 feet at midhelght, and between seven 
and 10 feet at the top where the nacelle is mounted. Tower heights can range from 150 feet up to 330 feet; some more 
recent generanon towers are even higher. 

Fires can oocur in distinct locations and heights and may involve various fuels and Ignition sources. The wind tower's 
primary objective is to produce eleclricity. Hence, a number of posslble ignition sources exist from ground level and in more 
than a few wind farms, from underground levels up to more than 300 feet above ground. 

Fuels ceo include electrical cables, plastics, and even textiles, any and all of which can also be found at all heights. Since 
the construction materials used in these towers and their components will irwarlably include plastics and possibly some 
combustible metals {e.g., titanium and aluminum, among others), as well as relatively easily deformable metallic structural 
and enclosure materials. the consequences of a fire In a wind turbine can be disastrous. 

Also, a fire In a turbine assembly can propagate to surrounding vegetation and produce a wildland fire rlsk, and a fire 
involving surrounding vegetation could pose a threat to the willd farm. 

The origins of fires ill wind generators are numero1,1s and in some instances almost inevitable. Stati5!iCS show that the 
major cause of fires In aerogenerators is lightning. A!tho1.1gh aerogenerators include fightning arresters and other elements 
to reduce the potential oflgnilion from lightning strikes, they do not completely eliminate possible lightning damage. 

Another frequent cause of fires is the mechanical friction among the multiple moving parts of the turbine assembly, gGars, 
shafts, and ot11er moving or rotating metal components that may provoke sparking. Since the average wind turbine may 
contain more than 200 gallons of hydraulic fluid plus variable quantities of other lubricants and simllar combustible liquids, 
there's no shortage of fuel. 

Electrical short circuits can occur In numerous locations, anywhere from the windmill's top to the base. Fires in wind 
turbines are known to contribute to structural failure and collapse. 

The major inconvenience at wind farms in regard to possible fires is that most of these installations are unattended. The 
operating companies have technicians available within reasonable distances, bul they are not usually present, except 
during periodic inspeclions or maintenance operations. Fire protection at Wind farms and inside the aerogenerators 
depends entlrely on automatic fire detection and extinguishment systems, with reliable and constant supervision at one or 
mora fixed locations. Detection is usually mullldisciplinafY, including early detectlon-fast response systems coupled With 
self-contained automatic extinguishing systems such as water mist or inert gases. The detection systems, usl,lally 
networked and requiring detection/confirmation of a fire, instantaneously communicate the alarm to the supervision station 
and slmullansously activate the extinguishing system. The supervision of the detection and extinguishing systems must be 
fu!l-llme and be able to clearly .and concisely communicate complete lnforma~on to responslb!Q emergency responding 
agencies. 

Responding fire departments may normally be several miles away and have to travel over roads that quite often require all
wheekhive vehicles. The prlmary limiting fl}ctors to fire department Intervention are the height of tile fire and the extremely 
limited vertical access inside the tower. A flre actively fought, controlled, and extinguished by fire department personnel 
would be a rare event. The general rule established in SOPs is not to attempt to physically attack a fire inside the tower 
and generator assembly but instead to rely on the fixed instaUa~ons. At the same time, it would be necessary to establish 
an exterlor defensive attack to protect exposed structures and vegetation near the affecled tower. 

Ills absolutely Imperative that emergency responders interact with the wind turbine operatorn to create, implement, and 
maintain preemergency response planning. Responders should go to the site to famillarize themselves vvith the facHit!es 
and develop slmulaiion emergency exercises with the operators. 

H1,1man fnjwy rescue opGrotions are another metter. Emergencies involving physical injury to operational and maintenance 
personnel OCC3slona!ly present in and around the wind generators {mainly falls and similar accidents) and wllllnevitably 
require high-angle rescue techniques and tactics, since an Injured operator may be mom than 300 feet above ground and 
ins!da very light confined spaces that have extremely limited access. These posslble rescue situations are addressed in 
the detailed Navarra Emergency Agency SOPsiSOGs below. 

NAVARRA EMERGENCY AGENCY WIND TURBINE EMERGENCY RESPONSE SOPsJSOGs 

Hazanfe.Slnce an emergency siluaUon involves etectrieity-genaraling systems si!uatad at heights of from 120 to more that 
300 feetabcve ground, including mechanical devices wfth multiple moving components, you must consider tho folloWing 
basic hazards: possible falls from great heights, the risk of electrocution, and entrapment. 

Peroonal protective equipment (PPE) for each responder should Include an approved harness, a dynamic anchoring rope, 
safely shackles, an adequate helmet and gloves. 

Team !'PE should indude the following: 

• Rudl.sacks or bags with high-angle equipment (descenders, rope clamps, carabiners, pulleys, shac!des, tape, 
protectors, and so on). 
Antifall devices for S.mm steel cable, provided by the owner of the site, or dynamic rescue rope equipmentfor fall 
protection. 
Static and dynamic rope in lengths sufficient to access the height of the machinery {nacelle and bladl'!!s). 
Alternately, sufficient lengths of rope that can be tied togethM, ensuring thai the knots will pass through descenders 
and pulleys. 

• A stretcher (backboard or stokes basket} that can be used horlzontally or vertically. A confined-space stretcher may 
be necessary In very confined spaces, such as Inside the nacelle or propeller blades. 
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Other equipment includes a flashlight and a two-way rad!o certified for usa in confined spaces that have metallic 
endosure$. 

Possible emergencies may include entrapment by mechanical elements in the nacelle, electrical shock, persons who have 
collapsed (e.g., fainted, suffered a neart attaCk or a similar ailment) or fallen inside the hub or tower, fire, and falls from the 
exterior wind turbine strucfure. 

Overall personnel safety measures include the foHowlng: 

• Before commencing operations, ·ensure 1hat machinery is shut down and that no machinery will be started up 
during emergency operations. 

• Shut off electrical power to the aerogenerator. 
• ANiays maintain antifaU equipment conneCtions while working where falls might occur, even inside the nacelle. 

During any emergency situation involving aerogenerators, a company maintenance operator must be present 

Aerogenerators have numerous anchorage points. In an evacuation by stretcher, it wi!! be necessary to alternate between 
horizontal and vertical positions. The horizontal is a must for exiting the nacelle (exterior) or for crossovers inside the tower 
tube. 

Wind turbine towers range from 120 to more than 300 feet in height, and even higher towers are in design. Hence, you 
must consider the possibility of evacuation from heights greater than the lengths of the rescue ropes. If ropes must be tied 
together to obtain the needed length, you must ensure '!hat knots can pass through eyes. 

Alarm reception.The recipient of the Initial and fol/ow-.up alarm communications for emergencies invoMng wind turbines 
must obtain the following Information and supplement it as the situation evolves: 

Incident type: Fall, entrapment, fire. 
Incident location: Wind farm site and number of the aerogenerator involved. 
Number of victirM, their locations, and conditions. 
Access to the wind farm and the particular aerogenerator. 
Weather conditions; 
Any additional information. 

For fire in an ;:~erogenerator, do the following: 

Confirm disconnection of electrical power from other machinery or a substation. 
Establish a safety perimeter of 750 feet around the involved tower for possible famng components. 
Prevent spread qf fire to surrounding vegetation or other exposures. 

Endnote 

1. Caithness Windfarm Information Forum, "WWnd Turbine Accident Compilation,~ 
http:Jiwww.caithnesswindfarms .. eo.uk/fuHacddents.pdf. 

GEORGE H. POTIER is a Spanish fire service instructor and a board member of the Spanish Firefighters Association 
(ASELF). A resident of Spain for almost 50 years, he has worked With fire protection systems, mobile fire apparatus, and 
training public service firefighters and officers and industrial emergency responders. Potter ls a former Anne Arundel 
County, Maryland, volunteer firefighter and a United States Air Force crash rescue firefighter. He leads a working group in 
the firefighters' association dedicated to developing and coordinating fire service response procedures to emergencies in 
wind turbines. 
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Flaming wind turbines left to burn 
By Monre Sonnenberg, Simcoo Refomwr 
Tuesday, October 11,201112:00:00 ~DT AM 

Norfolk Fire & Rescue has a plan in case a wind turbine catch$S fire, one that does not involve extinguishing the 
flames. 

Rather, the plan is to move in, establish a perimeter and allow the fire to burn itself out 

At Norfolk council Tuesday night, Chief T eny Dicks said there fs little anyone can do once a wind turbine catches fire. 
Most are at least 100 metres off the ground- too high for conventional equipment to be of any use. 

What's more, turbine fires are dangerous. Turbine blades continue to spin until the generating unit is tbtaUy burned 
out As wen, debris fafling from the bum zone can travel a long distance before it hits the ground. Towers have been 
known to collapse, crushing fireflghting apparatus In their path. 

"That thing up top is as big as a bus," Dicks said. "We don't want to get anywhere near it." 

The causes of turbine tires are varied. Lightning is a common cause, as are short circuits and gear box oil failures. 

There is a surprising amOunt of combustible material on top of these towers. 

Each blade is made from balsa wood wrapped in fibreglass. With each btade weighing nearty six tonnes, no one 
wants to be in the vicinity when they fall away from the top. 

"It's definitely a high hazard zone," said John Verboom, a community safety offiCer with Norfolk Rre & Rescue. "They 
recommend that we don't get within half a kilometre of them." 

A total of 48 turbines are located within the Erie Shores Wind Farm in so1Jthwest Norfolk. Capital Power Corporation 
has announced plans to build 13 more in Norfolk in the Nanticoke Industrial Park. 
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McBain wind turbine catches fire 
www.9and10news.com 3 August 2011 

Construction crews will have to assess the damage to a wind turbine that caught fire in Missaukee 
County. 

Crews cut the power to the turbine near McBain Tuesday, which seemed to put out the flames before 
firefighters arrived. 

This was the first fire emergency with those turbines and the fire chief says if the fire was serious there 
is really little they can do to fight it and save the turbine. 

Crews still aren't sure what caused the fire. 

This article is provided as a service of National Wind Watch, Inc. 
http://www.wind-watch.org/news/ 

The use of copyrighted material is protected by Fair Use. 
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Wind Turbine Erupts Into Flames Southwest Of Abilene 

A By Wavne McCormick, wmccormick@ktxs.com 
POSTED: Aug 25 201104:26:50 AM CDT UPDATED: 5:03AM Aug 25 2011 
ABILENE, Texas -

Firefighters from at least three volunteer departments are on the scene of a burning wind turbine southwest of Abilene. 

ECCA Fire Chief Gary Young said the fire started in the wind turbine tower and then spread to grass around the tower. 

Young said firefighters are working in rough terrain trying to keep the fire from spreading to other towers in the area. 

The turbine is owned by NextEra Energy and is located in the Callahan Divide wind project off of FM Road 89 about 5 
miles west of Highway 277. 

Crews from ECCA, Buffalo Gap and Nolan are on the scene. 

Copyright 2012 KTXS. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed. 

© 2012 IB I 355 Randolph Avenue St. Paul, MN 55102 
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Wind turbine sparks up southwest of Abilene 
Another wind turbine sparks fire 

By Denise B!az, Greg Jaklewicz 

Monday, October 3, 2011 

Another wind turbine sparks fire 

By Denise Blaz 

blazd@reporternews.com 325-676-6720 

Energy officials say they are taking down a charred 260-foot wind turbine to determine 

the cause of a fire that began Sunday evening in a rural area west of U.S. 277 and 

County Road 618, the second turbine blaze to hit the area in the past six weeks. 

Sunday's fire occurred less than a five-minute walk from the country home of state 

Rep. Susan King. 

In an interview with the Reporter-News, King said the fire lit up "like the Paramount 

sign," and was akin to a "Roman candle, with balls of fire flying out and onto the 

ground." 

She said she and her husband, Dr. Austin King, were just about to return to Abilene 

around 10:30 p.m. that night when they saw the fire erupt and reported it to authorities. 

Volunteer firefighters from the Elm Creek Citizens Association, Buffalo Gap and View 

worked to put out the blaze, which fire officials said sparked a grass fire. 

The fire on the wind turbine itself was not able to be extinguished because of its height, 

said ECCA Fire Chief Gary Young. 

Young said firefighters faced hazardous conditions as the turbine began scattering 

debris on the ground. 

"I would gather that the turbine was spraying out debris up to three football fields," 

Young said. "Especially in an area like that, it was challenging because of the rough 

terrain. By nature, those are not good conditions for a fire'' 

Young said fire crews remained on the scene until4 a.m. to ensure that no flare-ups 

would occur under cedar trees, which are known to build a carpet of needles on the 

ground. 

The fire is the second in the past six weeks in the Callahan Divide wind farm, which 

contains 7 4 turbines. 

0/"tf'\/ .... ,... ...... "'·'"" ......... ,. 
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A previous blaze was reported Aug. 25 in the same area. 

A spokesman for NextEra Energy, the company that owns the turbines, called the fires 

unusual. 

"We have had two fires in a relatively short period of time," said Steve Stengel, the 

NextEra representative. "Fires of this nature are very unusual. This week we expect to 

have a crane at the facility to take down the turbines to try to finalize things." 

Stengel said that after the turbines are down, the company will be able to complete an 

investigation as to the cause of the fires. 

The rest of the site, Stengel said, continues to operate. 

He said on-site technicians regularly maintain the turbines. 

The Callahan Divide Wind Energy Center went into service in 2005 and operates on a 

6,000-acre site in Taylor County, roughly 12 miles southwest of Abilene. 

Reporter-News Content Manager Greg Jaklewicz contributed to his report. 

Iii II © 2012 Scripps Newspaper Group- Online 
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Wind turbine catches fire; Altona firefighters respond 
www.wptz.com 28 January 2012 

ALTONA, N.Y.- Firefighters said a wind turbine caught fire in Altona, N.Y. saturday night. 

Clinton County fire officials said people driving by the windfarm called in to report the fire. Altona 
firefighters responded to the scene. 

County fire officials said only one wind turbine was on fire, and nobody was hurt. 

Winds were gusting up to 25 MPH in the area. 

Investigators said it was too early to determine a cause. 

[I] 

photo by Terry Speer, via wcax.com [Z] 
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In brief: Fire destroys windmill turbine 
(http://tribune-democrat.comflocal!xt346838072 
/In-brief-Fire-destroys-windmill-turbine) 

The Tribune-Democrat (http://tribune-democrat.com) 

BLUE KNOB- Fire destroyed a windmill turbine at the Allegheny Ridge Wind Farm 
on top of the mountain in Blair County between Blue Knob and Lilly on Monday 
morning. 

Lilly fire Chief Robert Crum said it's impossible to fight a fire at a turbine 250 feet 
above the ground, so firefighters from Blue Knob set up a perimeter for safety 
reasons and extinguished brush fires that started when hot embers fell to the ground. 

The fire was reported around 7 a.m., he said. 

Blaze destroys service garage 

CENTRAL CITY- One person was injured Monday evening during a fire that 
destroyed a service garage on Bunker Hill Road, about 

11/2 miles outside of Central City. 

Richland Township fire Chief Todd Shaffer said the person was inside the garage 
when the fire started in the area of the furnace. The person was taken to a hospital. 

He said one firefighter received a minor injury. 

The fire was not suspicious. A state police fire marshal was asked to determine the 
cause, Shaffer said. 
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Damaged Turbine Suspends Wind Energy Production 
Originally printed at http:jjwww.indianasnewscenter.comjnewsflocal/Wind-Thrbines-Damaged-in-Ohio-1488I6585.html 

By Rachel Martin 
By Megan Trent 
April25, 2012 

Paulding County, Ohio (Indiana's NewsCenter)- An Ohio wind farm is temporarily shut down follovving severe damage to 

one of the turbines. 

The v.rind farm, Timber Road II, sits in Ohio just beyond the Indiana state line between Edgerton, Indiana, and Payne, Ohio. 

Around 12:45 Tuesday aftemoon, two blades on a turbine were damaged so severely that debris was sent raining down on the 

field below. No one was injured. 

The owners, EDP Renewables, say while the investigation into what damaged the blades is ongoing, at this point it doesn't 

appear that strong winds were a factor. 

A spokesperson for EDP tells Indiana's NewsCenter that al155 of the wind farm's turbines were immediately shut down 

following the incident. Some were turned back on Wednesday as part of the investigation, but officials say it's unclear how 

long that investigation will take. 

Robert Silliman of Antwerp, Ohio, was out taking pictures of the broken turbine on Wednesday. He says,"I saw this wreckage 

SC'.attered quite a ways across the field and I was very surprised that it had gone that far. Of course, we had high winds 

yesterday." 

EDP officials say each turbine is roughly worth $3million, but this turbine is still under warranty by the manufacturer, 

Vestas. They say Vestas is conducting their own root cause analysis, and is taking every step necessary to make sure similar 

problems don'tarise in the future. 

Wind energy is a booming business in some parts of the country, and EDP manages more than two dozen projects in the U.S. 

The turbines themselves, however, are a source of controversy for some. 

Silliman says, "I think it's definitely going to fuel the debate issue and it's going to happen very soon too. When they get more 

facts I think it's going to make quite a difference as to how people are really going to look at this. I think there are some 

concerns about safety, because of the distance this wreckage was carried." 

Meanwhile, EDP officials say they are committed to finding out what damaged the turbine and will utilize whatever amount 

of time and resources necessary. 

At least one wind turbine is damaged in Ohio. Officials say they don't know the cause. 

Could the wind be causing problems for wind turbines? Wind turbines are a big controversy around the Northeast Indiana 

and Northwest Ohio areas, and one of the biggest issues people have with them is the fear of things like ice flying off the 

blades, or worse, the blades falling off. 

Indiana's NewsCenter got a call to our news room Tuesday night about turbines with broken blades. 

Our crews found the damaged turbine, and people inspecting it near Payne, Ohio. There were several large pieces of the 

blades on the ground in a field. 

One official says only one of the 55 turbines in the county is damaged. They say two of the blades broke off, but they're not 

sure what caused the damage or if any damage was caused by the blades. 

INC is told that all 55 wind turbines have been turned off, and the damaged turbine has been blocked off. Maintenance crews 

are still looking into the issue. We'll have more details as they become available. 
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Another Wind Turbine Blaze: Fire Breaks Out At Iowa 
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Events 

Less than two months after a Vestas V112-3.0 MW wind turbine 
went up in f!pmes in Germany, another wind turbine has caught 
fire- this time, in the U.S. 

On May 22, emergency personnel responded to a fire at Iberdrola 
Renewables' Barton 2 Wind Power Project in Worth County, Iowa, 
company spokesperson Jan Johnson tells NAW. 

Iberdrola worked with the emergency crew to extinguish the fire, Johnson says, 
adding that no one was In the turbine at the time of the incident and that there 
were no injuries. 

The fire occurred in the nacelle of a Gamesa G87-2.0 MW machine, which had 
been in operation for almost three years since the wind farm was placed in 
service in June 2009. 

The 80 MW Barton 2 wind farm- a segment of the larger 160 MW Barton Wind 
Power Project- comprises 60 Gamesa G87 turbines. 

Gamesa spokesperson David Rosenberg says the company has not been 
involved with the Barton project since May 2011, when its operations and 
maintenance contract expired. He would not comment on if the company is 
taking any quality-control measures to ensure proper performance of other G87 
machines but says the turbines are "remarkably reliable." 

The cause of the fire is still unknown, but Iberdrola has launched a full 
investigation into the matter. 

Don't miss the latest wind energy news -- register to receive NAW's news 
headlines. 
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Wind turbine found damaged in Iroquois 
County 
Mon, 06/18/2012- 3:05pm 1 Will Brumleve 111 

SHELDON - Damage to a wind turbine near Sheldon in 
Iroquois County was discovered over the weekend, and 
officials for E.On Climate & Renewables North America 
said Monday they would be "working with the manufacturer 
to figure out what happened." 

E. On officials described the damage to the turbine- one 
of nearly 1 00 that are part of the firm's 150-megwatt 
Settlers Trail Wind Farm- as a "rare event for us." 

"It doesn't happen very often," said Matt Tulis, 
communications manager for the Chicago-based wind farm 
developer. 

The 1.6-megawatt turbine is 5 to 6 miles east of Watseka 
on Iroquois County Road 2700 East, just off of U.S. 24. 

[2] 

Photo by: Photo provided 
The blade of a wind turbine in the Settlers Trail 

Wind Farm near Sheldon was damaged over the 

weekend. E. On Climate & Renewables North 

America, Chicago, is investigating how the 

damage occurred. 

One blade was bent back and debris was lying around the base of the turbine. Part of the blade was 
lying in a field away from the base. 

Carl Gerdovich, director of the Iroquois County Emergency Services & Disaster Agency, said a lightning 
storm came through the northern end of the county Saturday night and Sunday morning, but he said he 
was not aware of any damage caused by the storm. 

"I never heard of any trees down or lines down, so I can't imagine that would do it to one windmill and 
do no other damage, but I suppose it's possible," Gerdovich said. 

Tulis said his firm is investigating how the damage occurred and plans to contact GE, the manufacturer 
of the turbine, as part of its investigation. He said the investigation may take a few days. 

"We're working with the manufacturer to figure out what happened and to figure out a way to keep it 
from happening again," Tulis said Monday. 

The damaged turbine has been taken out of operation, Tulis said. No other turbines were found 
damaged. 

Tulis also said there has been no property damage reported in the area of the damaged turbine other 
than the turbine itself. Nobody was injured, he added. 

The Settlers Trail Wind Farm was built last spring and is the second operational wind farm in Illinois for 
E. On. The firm also completed its Pioneer Trail Wind Farm near Paxton last fall. 

Categories (5): Agriculture !>1. News !41. Miscellaneous JSJ, Technology 1•1. Business 111 
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By Miriam Raftery 

July 31, 2012 (San Diego's East County)- With County Supervisors poised to consider approval ofTule Wind and a wind 
ordinance that could open much of fire-prone East County to w!nd energy development, a wildland fire that started at a wind 
turbine facility in Riverside County last month provides fuel for opponents concerned about fire risks posed by 
industrial-scale wind projects. 

"The fire started with the windmill Itself," Captain Greg Ewing With Cal Fire/Riverside Fire Department informed ECM today. 

Despite extensive area cleared around the base of each turbine, Ewing said, the blaze still spread into a wildland flre that 
swiftly engulfed 367 acres. If not for prompt reporting by a witness, it could have been far worse. 

According to .caLFll:e:s....rePQt:Lon the incident, The View Fire occurred in the Whitewater area east of Cabazon in Riverside 
County on June 17, 2012 at a wind facility near Cottonwood Road and Desert View. A caller who dialed 911 initially reported 
seeing flames and "one confirmed windmill on fire" at 9:15 p.m. 

Charred earth around turbine 
generator that caused 
wildland fire 

By 9:33p.m., CHP stated it had received multiple reports that there were "several windmills on fire" along with a rldge!ine 
near I-10 and Haughen-Lehmann Way. Callers also reporting "popping loud noises" as the turbines burned. Both ground 
crews and aircraft battled the blaze. 

Residents in the box canyon were evacuated, including 90-year-old Barbara York, who had time to grab only an overnight 
bag. York was "frantic," the Qe..sftLt.Sun_reported at the time. 

At 12:34 a.m. on June 18, Cal Fire's report on the fire indicates that a request had been made for Edison, since power lines had caught fire in the middle of 
the wind turbines. More than 100 firefighters fought the fire through the night. 

The blaze was ultimately stopped at 367 acres, including 100 acres of public lands on Bureau of Land Management property. The final report blames 
"equipment", specifically a "generator" and "arcing" for the fire. 

Asked directly whether the generator that caused the fire was an actual wind turbine, Captain Ewing confirmed, "Yes ma'am." He also confirmed that ground 
had been cleared around the base of each turbine, the blaze swiftly spread to become a wildland fire despite those precautions. Captain Ewing did not know 
the precise cause of the turbine malfunction. "Several companies !ease the land," he noted. "Other companies own the windmills and others service them." 

Asked whether Cal Fire intends to seek compensation for the firefighting costs, Ewing replied, "I can't comment on that.'' He did not have the total cost of 
the firefighting efforts to quell the wildfire. 

Wind developers have claimed that clearance around turbines, coupled with improved technology, make prospects of fires slim. Earlier this year, a 
representative from Iberdrola (developer ofTule Wind) assured ECM that the odds of a modern wind turbine causing a fire that escapes to become a 
wildland fire were infinitessimaL 

It only takes one wildfire to scorch hundreds of thousands of acres, putting homes and lives at risk, as San Diegans well know. Is that a risk worth taking, 
for the promise or renewable energy from wind? 

When comparing the viability of wind to other options such as rooftop or parking lot solar, should the potential costs of firefightlng--as well as potential 
liabilities for damages to property and lost lives--be factored into determining projects' long-term costs and benefits? 

The BLM has already approved construction of 65 wind turbines in Phase 1 of Tule Wind on BLM land in McCain Valley. On August 8, the County Supervisors 
will consider whether to follow planners advice to turn down an application form Iberdrola for five more turbines on County land. 

The bigger issue for Supervisors will be whether or not to approve an upcoming sweeping wind 
ordinance that could open wide the doors for large-scale wind turbine developments, each with 
dozens or even hundreds of towering wind turbines in fire-prone areas of East County. 

In rural East County, where 100-mile per hour gusts quickly transformed the Harris Fire into a 
raging Inferno during the 2007 firestorms--a nightmarish repeat of the 2003 Cedar Fire. Dubbed 
the Santa Anas {or "devil winds") by the Spanish, the winds are common in East County during the 
hottest, dryest season, Thus it is prudent for County officials to give serious thought to potentially 
serious consequences should a turbine malfunction in a remote location. 

Homeowners near the View Fire were fortunate that a witness spotted the fire and reported it 
promptly, before homes or lives were lost. What happens if a turbine fire occurs in a remote East 
County location in the middle of the night? Will flames engulf homes, or in the case of Tule Wind, 
campsites in the path of the fire? Could the County be held liable if wind turbines that it approves 
cause a devastating wildfire? 

These are troubling questions that deserve satisfactory answers. 
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Incident Number: 12-CARRU 059775 
Incident Name: VIEW 
Event Number: 12065430 

Detail Report-All Segment 

Incident Locat.:I.on Incident Status· CLS 

Location: HAUGEN LEBMANN WY OFRP / I 10 E ,SANG Apartment: 
Lo Cross: Hi Cross: 
City: SANG County: RIVERSIDE Map Page: 724_E_2/97_86 

Loc Com: WINDMILLS ON FIRE .. pOPPING LOUD NOISES 

Latitude: 33.924498 Agency: CARRU Dispatch Zone: OTHER 

Longitude: -116.694585 Jurisdiction: CARRU Battalion: 3 

Legal: 08_T03S_R03E_S DPA Agency: CARRU Resp. Area: Sl\NG1 ' 

UTM: ll 528229 3753827 Atom: Sl\NG1 

LEGAL 08_T03S_R03E_S COMMUNITY 0 
0 

R t I£ t' exro.rt2llo .Par;:_y .. n orma 1on 

Cal.ler Name: 
Caller Loc: 
Incident_~/Bes~se Information 

Final Incident Type: FIRE, WILDLAND Initial 
Dispatch Level: R Response Plan: FWLl 

Incident Date/T~e S 
Incident Call Rec.: 
Incident Keystroke: 06/17/2012 21:13:52 

Incident Entry: 06/17/2012 21:15:18 

Incident Dispatch: 06/17/2012 21:18:53 

Incident Closed: 06/19/2012 21:06:31 

F:~.re In£or.mat:~.on 

Status: CONT Contained: 06/18/2012 

Fire Report Person: MARTINEZ, RAYMOND D 

Investiqation Report Person: 

Time : I 

I WAI I DSP I ENR ONS I 21:15.18 21:18.53 21:19.44 21:53.41 

Caller Phone: 760-308-7817 

Call Source: 7DIG 

Incident Type: FIRE, WILDLAND 

Personnel ID 
SOSLIE 

KSWANSON 

15:47:43 

CLS I 21:06.31 

Response Level: 1 

CAD Workstat.ion 
RRUCADll 

Jm.UCAD13 

Controlled: 

Total Acres Burned : 367 
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DOCUMENT TA!<EN FROM THE FILES OF 
RiVERSIDE COUNTY FIRE 

DEPARTMENT/C.~LIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF 
FORESTRY. 
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Inci.dent Remarks; I 
06/17/2012 21:15:18 

06/17/2012 21:15:43 

06/17/2012 21:15:54 

06/17/2012 21:16:41 

06/17/2012 21:17:05 

06/17/2012 21:17:12 

06/17/2012 21:20:45 

06/17/2012 21:29:46 

06/17/2012 21:32:13 

06/17/2012 21:32:47 

06/17/2012 21:33:45 

06/17/2012 21:37:39 

06/17/2012 21:54:45 

06/17/2012 21:55:12 

06/17/2012 21:58:10 

06/17/2012 22:05:40 

06/17/2012 22:05:54 

06/17/2012 22:06:32 

06/17/2012 22:07:41 

06/17/2012 22:08:57 

06/17/2012 22:20:04 

06/17/2012 22:26:52 

06/17/2012 22:27:45 

06/17/2012 22:32:44 

06/17/2012 22:35:06 

06/17/2012 22:41:0!\, 

06/17/2012 22:45:28 

06/17/2012 23:08:55 

06/17/2012 23:20:46 

06/17/2012 23:21:19 

06/17/2012 23:30:17 

06/17/2012 23:38:10 

06/17/2012 23:52:03 

Incident Number: 12-CARRU 059775 
Incident Name: VIEW 
Event Number: 12065430 

Detail Report-All Segment 

rp sees flames and one confirmed windmill on fire 

rp can see from the house shes calling at 

headed up to hills 

additional rp veg and windmill on fire 

add rp stated on the hill a windmdll & veg iao ~10 and hy111 
909-578-4940 
report from 951-375-0567 puts fire on the north side of 110 near 
the rest area 
rp saw fire with binoculars 55890 CACTUS CT ,SANG 

760-322-1957 rp anjelica foster 
5 ACRES PLUS MAKING A HARD RUN, REQ 5 ADD 1'L TYPE 3' S 

llEQ 2 HAND CREWS 

2 ADD 1 L WATER TENDERS 

SOSLIE 

SOSLIE 

SOSLIE 

SBOKKES 

BHUGHES 

ESANDS: 

ESANDS 

ASCHMUTZ 

ASCHMUTZ 

ASCHMOTZ 

CHP stated still getting multiple reports and that there are SOSLIE 
several windmills now on fire and last pt was calling from rushmore 
av/ tamarack and now on the. ridge 
ACCESS OFF THE 10 NO ON HAUGEN :LEHMANN E/ ON AMETHYST N/ ON 
DESERT VIEW AND LOOK FOR FLAGING ON THE TRUCK TRL 

ASCHMOTZ 

20 ACRES MIDDIUM TO LIGHT BROSH MODRATE RATE OF SPREAD, FIRE ON ASCHMUTZ 

BOTH SIDES OF THE ROAD 
UPDATE 75 TO 80 ACRES PER E24 AND E36 

b3ll6 ic, bl2b operations - sustained wind 20-25 mph - fire well 
over 100 acres - resource request coming 
ic - resource request - 2 additional dozers, 8 additional hand 
crews - 10 additional any type engines -
10 engines respond to white water side 

2 additional division sups, l safety officer, 1 staging area 
manager 

ASCmnJTZ 

KFARRELL 

KFARRELL 

KFARRELL 

KFARRELL 

ic - fire burning from the top of the mountain 
wind, burning towards white water canyon area, 
io - req for 1 additional dozer for tot~l of 4 

with a st~ong west KFARRELL 

well over 100 acres 
KFARRELL 

report of smk 760-880-7270 painted hills property 
are o/s 

advised we KQUINTAN 

ecc floor fc req oes resp - oes11 responding - given info via 
landline - per oesll, oesl may also be responding, he is making 

contact 

KQUINTAN 

icp @ ACCESS THRU HAUGEN LEHMAN AND FOLLOWS DIRECTIONS, ON TOP OF KFARRELL 
MOUNTAIN TOP 
cmx per amr JCOPELAN 

updated poWn.tial 2000 acres KFARRELL 

strong smell of smk 760-449-8537 =L(33.883~39,-116.324766) ,SKYV KQUINTAN 

updated acreage wall over 100 acres, unable to confirm-- unable to KFARRELL 
' get past- a steel gate to make ·access _ .. 
bdf is staffing bdf e338 e336 e54 wt234 b32 KFARRELL 

making evacs in white water canyon area, rso notified by b3120 

updated - 200 acres 

ic - order strike team of type 3 engines 

KFARRELL 

KFARRELL 

KFARRELL 

current wind conditions - very strong west wind, blowing fire east KFARRELL 
towards white water canyon - 20-25 mph sustained winds 
82 degress rh 22 - req for 2nd tao KFARRELL 



06/17/2012 23:53:20 

06/17/2012 23:55:36 

06/17/2012 23:57:25 

06/18/2012 0:19:11 

06/18/2012 0:26:13 

06/18/2012 0:27:01 

06/18/2012 0:28:14 

06/18/2012 0:34:39 

06/18/2012 0:35:55 

06/18/2012 0:43:44 

06/18/2012 0:52:05 

06/18/2012 0:59:34 

06/18/2012 1:22:12 

06/18/2012 1:42:49 

06/18/2012 3:47:16 

06/18/2012 6:22:21 

06/18/2012 6:32:52 

06/18/2012 6:34:03 

06/18/2012 6:39:47 

06/18/2012 6:44:13 

06/18/2012 6:48:56 

06/18/2012 7:01:37 

06/18/2012 7:09:01 

06/18/2012 8:13:20 

06/18/2012 8:34:42 

06/18/2012 11:46:55 

06/18/2012 15:47:13 

06/19/2012 4:45:18 

. 

Incident Number: 12-CARRU 059775 
Incident Name: VIEW 
Event Number: 12065430 

Detail Report-All Segment 
o/s - 943lo e4254 e42'64 e4373 e4362 e4364 KFARRELL 

TIRE REPAIR MECHANIC TO E22 - DIV ZULU - ACCESS WHITEWATER CANYON KFARRELL 

SOSLIE Per RSO they are only assisting with voluntary evacuations on 
Whitewater Canyon road at this time, and they advised anyone that 
wants to leave should exit south on whitewater canyon and go out 
the back way, in about 1 hour or less depending on fire growth they 
will then do mandatory evacuations due to the resources on the 
roads 
io - rough map area, 212 acres 

bdfwt243 responding 

b£e338 eR 

KFARRELL 

KFARRELL 

KFARRELL 

Mi.chell.e from red cross trying to get in o·ontaot with OESLl .. wants JCOPELAN 
h~.to call her at 760-505-2183 
io via nextel - req for edison for power l.ines on fire in the 
mi~e of windmills 
edison will. cal.l back with eta 

9481g e/r 

KFARRELL 

!<FARRELL 

!<FARRELL 

from e22 - have a fl.at tire and are sitting at the white .water exi~ARRELL 
and 110. can you send a tire guy out. we heard the io tal.k about it 
not sure if he requested it with you. tire size is 
12r 22.5 
bdfwt234 o/s KFARRELL 

ed from parkhouse eta 1 1/2 hours JCOOK 

kevin from edison - 30 -45 min eta - phone # 760-774-2398 KFARRELL 

bdfwt234 bdfe334 released KFARRELL 

IC ... - evacuations have baen lifted, fire is currently 40 percent LWEISE 
contained -- expected fu~l containment at 1800 hours today 
IC -- e69 e71 dl d3140 d3142 e22 b3120 -- rel.eased to feeding LWEISE 

IC --releasing PIOl LWEISE 

per ic, e37, e36, e89, e56 and e2 released to feeding at the 
Highland ICP .•. 
io- req prevetion to Whitewater canyon to meet up with b3116 

per i.e, wants air tao 12 over the fire .. all other aircraft will 
remain on the grounf 
requesting mechanic for e3171. access the haugen lehmann side 

ex outstanding request for dozer 

releasing al.l aircraft from view incident 

KSWANSON 

KSWANSON 

KSWANSON 

KSIIANSON 

KSWANSON 

KSWANSON 

ic requesting a stakeside truck and driver to pick up hose from th~SON 
incident and take i.t to ogn camp. would like it there btwn noon 
and 1400 
per ic, ex the J;:equest for stakeside/van. "excess hose will be ableKSWANSON 
to be taken on the engines 
~full containment @1800 .....• 367 acres. !<SWANSON 

fire contained to 367 acres - all resources off the fire and on r&rBBUGHES 
(remaining assigned in oad until. r&r is complete at 0800) 
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By Miriam Raftery 
Photos by Donna Moran 

August 2, 2012 (San Diego's East County) - For the second time this summer, an industrial wind turbine 
sparked a grass fire in Southern California. On Friday night, July 27, a large wind turbine burst into flame in the 
Tehachapi are above the Mohave Desert. In June, as ECM p_LeJ!LQVSlY.J::@Ort.e.Q, a wind turbine fire in the 
Whitewater area of Riverside County spread into a wildland fire that charred 367 acres and forced evacuation of 
homes. 

Friday's fire was photographed by passing motorist Donna Moran, who ironically was on her way home from a 
Friends of the Mojave meeting at which dangers of wind turbine fires had been discussed. The group has 
indicated that the Mojave fire occurred in an older turbine model built by Danish manufacturer NEG Micon, built 

before 2004 before the company merged with Vestas. It was installed by Oak Creek Energy and owned by American Wind Capital. 

Wind turbines contain lubricating oils that can leak; grease deposits under the turbine nacelles can ignite. 

On August 8, San Diego Supervisors will hold a hearing on Tule Wind, which seeks to build turbines on both 
County~controlled private land as well as federal, state and tribal lands in McCain Valley. The County will also 
soon consider a wind ordinance that could enable construction of wind turbines In other East County 
Communities. 

Fire danger remains a burning issue in a County that has previously suffered two of the worst wildfires in the 
state's history and where brush fires are so commonplace that most media falls to even report smaller blazes 
that leave nerves jangled across the backcountry. 

For more details on Friday's fire, visit: 

Source URL {retrieved on 08/27/2012 -12:13): bllp_;lf.e.<lSlmunty_mllga<':iJte.J:lr..9Lo.®.e/J..Q@2_ 

8/27/2012 2:14PM 
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Ice Shedding and Ice Throw 
Risk and Mitigation 

Introduction 
As with any structure, wind turbines can accumulate ice under 

certain atmospheric conditions, such as ambient temperatures 

near freezing (0°C) combined with high relative humidity, freezing 

rain, or sleet. Since weather conditions may then cause this ice to 

be shed, there are safety concerns that must be considered during 

project development and operation. The intent of this paper is to 

share knowledge and recommendations in order to mitigate risk. 

The Risk 
The accumulation of ice is highly dependent on local weather 

conditions and the turbine's operational state.12.41 Any ice that is 

accumulated moy be shed from the turbine due to both gravity 

and the mechanical forces of the rotating blades. An increase in 

ambient temperature, wind, or solar radiation may cause sheets or 

fragments of ice to loosen and fall, making the area directly under 

the rotor subject to the greatest risksm. ln addition, rotating turbine 

blades may propel ice fragments some distance from the turbine

up to several hundred meters if conditions ore right.11
•
2
•31 Falling ice 

may cause damage to structures and vehicles, and injury to site 

personnel and the general public, unless adequate measures are 

put in place for protection. 

Risk Mitigation 
The risk of ice throw must be taken into account during both 

project planning and wind farm operation. GE suggests that 

the following actions, which are based on recognized industry 

practices, be considered when siting turbines to mitigate risk for 

ice-prone project locations: 

.. Turbine Siting: Locating turbines a safe distance from any 

occupied structure, road, or public use area. Some consultant 

groups have the capability to provide risk assessment based on 

site-specific conditions that will lead to suggestions for turbine 

locations. In the absence of such on assessment, other guidelines 

may be used. Wind Energy Production in Cold C!imate161 provides 

the following formula for calculating a safe distance: 

1.5 • !hub height+ rotor diameter) 

While this guideline is recommended by the certifying agency 

Germanischer Uoyd as well as the Deutsches Windenergie~ 

GE Energy I GER-4262 104/06) 

lnstitut IDEWII, it should be noted that the actual distance is 

dependant upon turbine dimensions, rotational speed and 

many other potential factors. Please refer to the References 

for more resources. 

Physical and Visual Warnings: Placing fences and warning signs 

as appropriate for the protection of site personnel and the pub!ic.141 

o Turbine Deactivation: Remotely switching off the turbine when 

site personnel detect ice accumulation. Additionally there are 

several scenarios which could lead to an automatic shutdown 

of the turbine: 

- Detection of ice by a nacelle-mounted ice sensor which is 

available for some models iwith current sensor technology, 

ice detection is not highly reliable) 

- Detection of rotor imbalance caused by blade ice formation 

by a shaft vibration sensor; note, however, that it is possible 

for ice to build in a symmetric manner on all blades and not 

trigger the sensor 121 

- Anemometer icing that leads to a measured wind speed 

·below cut-in 

Operator Safety: Restricting access to turbines by site personnel 

while ice remains on the turbine structure. If site personnel 

absolutely must access the turbine while iced, safety precautions 

may include remotely shutting down the turbine, yawing to place 

the rotor on the opposite side of the tower door, parking vehicles 

at a distance of at least 100 m from the tower, and restarting the 

turbine remotely when work is complete. As always, standard 

protective gear should be worn. 
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turbine icing and safety. These papers are created and maintained 
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intended to reflect their importance, nor is it intended to endorse 

any views expressed or products or services offered by the 

authors of the references. 
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PART I---basic kinematics 

For those of you who don't want to slog through the mathematics necessary to do this calculation, 

THE BOTTOM LINE IS THAT ICE, DEBRIS OR ANYTHING BREAKING OFF THE WIND TURBINE 
BLADES (including the blades themselves) CAN IMPACT A POINT ALMOST 1700 FEET AWAY FROM 
THE BASE OF THE TURBINE ... 

WHAT WE KNOW: 

RADIUS OF BLADE: OVER 100 FEET 

ROTATIONAL SPEED: UP TO I REVOLUTION EVERY 3 SECONDS (OR ABOUT 20 REV/MIN) 

PRELIMINARY RESULTS: 

ROTOR TIP SPEED: 

IN ONE REVOLUTION, THE BLADE TIPS SWEEP OUT A CIRCLE WHOSE RADIUS IS OVER 
100 FEET. THIS DISTANCE IS 2*Pl*R OR ABOUT 628 FEET. IF IT TAKES 3 SECONDS TO 
MOVE TI-llS DISTANCE, OUR SPEED IS 628/3 FEET PER SECOND. THIS IS ABOUT 210 
FEET/SECOND OR 150 MPH. 

When you do the mathematics in detail, you find that launching the fragment horizontally is NOT the worst 
case scenario for maximum horizontal range. (LAUNCHING FROM THE TOP OF THE TURBINE 
(horizontally) YIELDS A RANGE OF SLIGHTLY MORE THAN 1000 FEET.)Instead, this maximum 
distance occurs when debris is released with the blade at a 45 degree angle from the vertical. 

Imagine the blade at 45 degrees from its vertical position. At this point, the projectile will be launched about 
70ft. from the horizontal position of the hub. (This is 100 times the cosine of 45 degrees). Also, it will be about 
70 feet higher (vertically) than the hub. (Again, we assume that the blades are IOO ft. in length). Thus, the 
vertical distance it has to fall is 300 feet (hub height) plus 70 feet (vertical distance that the piece of ice, or 
whatever, is from the hub). 

Now, the range for this projectile is: 

R= v**Z/g (that's "v squared divided by 11g\ the gravitational acceleration). This is the range to come back 
down to the ORIGINAL vertical height. So after this distance, it is BACK at 370 feet off the ground. 

R=( 210 ft/sec x 210 ft/sec)/(32ft/sec/sec). or about 1400 ft. 

Now, at this position, (neglecting air resistance), its vertical velocity is the same as when it was launched 
(except that it's now going DOWN instead of up). So, the vertical velocity is about 140ft/sec. (210 x .7 or v 
cos 45) 

The extra time it takes to fall to the ground from this height is: 

s= v times t + 1/2 g times t squared. 

SO, 

370=140 t + 16 t**2 



., . 
' 

Solving fort, we get about 2.5 seconds. In 2.5 seconds the increase in the range is: 

v(horizontal) times tor 140 x 2.5 or about 350 feet. 

Thus, the TOTAL range of a projectile is: 1400 + 350 = 1750 feet. From this we subtract the 70 feet that the 
projectile was behind the hub when it was launched, and you end up with 1680 feet for the horizontal range from 
the base of the hub. 

PART II---comments on inclusions of drag coefficients 
and risk assessment 

1) Friction is NOT a fundamental force. What this means in practice is that any attempt to take into account air 
resistance 'in a description of ice throw can be fraught with model dependent errors. The drag coefficient 
usually quoted in wind developers' upapersu of 1.0 is totally inappropriate for the study. Variability in the 
Reynolds number is completely ignored. They assume a perfect ice cube of size= 4 inches. Then, they 
assume it always tumbles. But these are chunks of ice that are forming on propeller blades! Ice that forms on 
propeller blades tends to be shaped like propeller blades. And they can be QUITE aerodynamic (as are the 
blades). Any models employing ice cubes are at best, useless, and at worst, deceptive. Interestingly, when the 
chunks become larger, the Reynolds number increases, and viscosity becomes less important. What this means 
is that the larger, more dangerous chunks will tend to travel further than small ones. 

Moreover, the study of 11 harvested11
• ice that is subjected to wind tunnel testing is likewise demonstrably 

without merit. The procedure is to break off chucks of ice, make molds, and then subject them to wind tunnel 
tests. But real ice melts. It changes shape. It becomes smoother. The 11 studies" ignore this, instead adopting a 
drag coefficient= 1.0 This is close to the drag that a half a tennis ball (say) would present if it were thrown into 
the wind with the open 11cup11 catching the wind at all times! A rather silly assumption, and one that is totally 
inappropriate. Ice is NOT like this. While the developers tout their results as being representative (decidedly 
untrue), they ignore MacQueen's 1983 study that concluded that a maximum range of 800m (about 2500 feet) 
was quite possible. Indeed, even a range of2 km. (over one mile) was conceivable. They discount this because 
he uassumed that the ice 'fragments' were actually large flat slabs weighing perhaps 80 kg. 11 Actually, he was 
modelling BLADE throw, another issue that seems to be ignored despite the fact that within the past year there 
has been at least one documented instance of this; an entire rotor blade broke off from the hub. (Wethersfield, N. 
Y.) Incidentally, as near as I can see, the MacQueen study is the ONLY peer reviewed analysis for throw 
possibilities. The rest are calculations done by wind company employees and/or consultants. 

Z) I never claim my calculation to be anything other than a maximum calculation of distance, beyond which you 
/ don't have to worry. I am not usually accused of being conservative in many ways, but when it comes to human 

life, I suppose I am. Why worry when you can just adopt my calculation and not be concemed at all with 
tragedy in the future? Moreover, any risk assessment data is useless, since the calculations are not assuming an 
appropriate model to begin with! I remember when de-icing airplane wings was said to be unnecessary, posing 
no risk to public safety, and only after tragedy struck is it now 11 de rigeurn to do it (and do it carefully and 
thoroughly). All other mumbo jumbo is exactly that unless they get the basic physics right. 

3) If you are going to invoke air, and air resistance, it is the height of deception not to include the effects of 
lift. Frisbees fly far. Why? Because of air. If you throw a frisbee facing the direction of travel, it will travel 
only a few feet. The drag coefficient is probably of order unity in this situation. If you sling it in the direction of 
travel, it goes very far. And rime ice, of course, will likely be shed from the rotors in a similar aerodynamic 
fashion. The wind companies assume that the fragment will tumble; thin blades of ice may not (as a frisbee does 
not, when properly oriented). 

4) Throughout these discussion, the wind developers have been groping for setback distances that they can live 
with. They sta1ted with 1.5 times the ground-tip distance.: about 150m. As near as I can tell, this was just pulled 
out of a hat. (Ih physics, we call this a utoy model 11

.) Then, the distance was increased to ZOOm. in several n 

papers." Now, in a recent" papern, 400m is quoted. They are getting closer to my original number! 

What about data? If you refer to the Atlantic Wind Test Site memo of March 27,2002, they state: 
nsummary---Following the moderate wind icing event at A WTS on March 27, 200Z, fragments of ice, large 
enough to cause injury, have been observed being thrown·from the turbine blades. Concerns over dangers of 
flying ice are legitimate. In 15 m/s winds, ice was observed to travel approximately ZOOm." Instead of 
recognizing this, comapnies present a figure from an utterly useless and anecdotal nquestionnairet' that purports 



to show that ice throw is 11 unlikelyt' more than 100 meters from the site. This figure is a completely misleading 
representation of "data" that has been bandied about for years by developers. 

5) In the beginning, the elaim was that the rotor sensors would stop the blades because of ice buildup. Now, 
even the papers put forward by the companies admit their eiTor here. They state: " ... rime ice formation appears 
to occur with remarkable symmetry on all turbine blades with the result that no imbalance occurs and the turbine 
continues to operate." Another failure of their initial assumptions and models. 

In conclusion, there are some problems with wind turbines that have unavoidable consequences. Birds will die, 
bats will die. In these scenarios you NEED to adopt a risk analysis study. But here, YOU CAN ELIMINATE 
THE ENTIRE PROBLEM, if you just adopt a conservative value for your setbacks. 

REFERENCE: J. F. MacQueen, et. a!, lEE Proceedings, Vol. 130, Pt. A, No.9, pp. 574-586 (I 983). 

If you have any questions, just e-mail or call. It would be a lot easier to explain this if I could write it on a piece 
of paper, but I hope you can picture this adequately .... 

Professor Terry Matilsky matilsky@physics.rutgers.edu 

Department of Physics and Astronomy Tel: 1-732-445-5500 ext. 3876 

Rutgers University Fax: 1-732-445-4343 

Piscataway, N.J. 08854 

http://xray.rutgers.edu/-matilsky 
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Wind turbine closed after showering homes with blocks of ice 

A wind turbine has been switched off and an investigation launched after its frozen blades showered nearby homes with large chunks of ice. 

The turbine has been switched off after complaints Photo: PA 

By Murray Wardrop 

1:08AM GMT 04 Dec 2008 

Residents complained when the 260ft wind generator began hurling shards of ice, some measuring two feet long, after the cold snap over the weekend. 

Operators Cornwall Light and Power turned off the machine in Kings Dyke, Whittlesey, Cambs, which is situated next to several homes and an industrial estate. 

The energy company has also opened an investigation amid fears that the ice could have caused serious injury to people living and working near the turbine. 

Tyson Clark, who owns a carpet showroom next to the generator, said he called Cornwall Light and Power demanding that it be turned off when lumps of ice started 

falling on his premises. 

He told his local newspaper, the Wisbech Standard: "We have been told the turbine will stay off until the company has some satisfactory answers to why it 

happened." 

The turbine was restarted a day later but had to be switched off again after more people complained. 

Peter Randall, who runs a nearby welding company, said: "We were assured that ice could only cause a problem in severe weather conditions like those in Scotland, 

and two days later we got javelins thrown at us. 

"I am worried about the safety of my family and everyone in the area, we should not have to put up with this.'' 

The £2million turbine was criticised by many local residents when it was erected. 

Whittlesey county councillor Ronald Speech ley said: "It's worrying. lee froze on the blades and, when it started moving, it started throwing it all over. 

"It could be very dangerous." 

A spokesman for Cornwall Light and Power said: "Following reports of ice shedding on Saturday, we shut down our wind turbine at Whittlesey. 

"Our people have visited the site and nearby residents, and we have agreed that the turbine will not generate until we are fully satisfied that there is no risk of ice 

shedding." 

@COpyright of Telegraph Media Group limited 2012 

8/27/2012 2:08 PM 



Wind power gets bent out of shape in Wyoming 
Posted on February 2, 2011 by Anthony Watts 

Trent Brome writes on his Facebook page: 

Arlington, WY- avg annual wind speed of 31mph, gusts above uomph, seems like a 

great place for a wind turbine .... right? 



Photos from Feb 1, 2011 as the cold air mass that formed Snowzilla barreled through. 

The wind chill in the area from yesterday was extreme, -54F ! ! 

0453 AM EXTR WIND CHILL PUMPKIN VINE 

02/01/2011 M-54.00 F 

HIGHWAYS 

ALBANY 

A new record low was set in Cheyenne: 

RECORD EVENT REPORT 

NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE CHEYENNE WY 

523 PM MST TUE FEB 01 2011 

41. 0 5N 10 5 . 4 6W 

WY DEPT OF 



... RECORD DAILY LOW HIGH SET AT CHEYENNE WYOMING ... 

A RECORD DAILY LOW HIGH WAS SET TODAY AT CHEYENNE WYOMING. THE OLD 

RECORD WAS MINUS 5 SET IN 1899. THE NEW RECORD LOW HIGH IS MINUS 9. 

Combine cold temperatures that make steel brittle along with gusty winds, and you have 

a.Titanic recipe for disaster. For those that will argue that I'm being unfair to the 

promise of wind power, I welcome you to provide photos of any power plant in the USA 

that has been collapsed due to weather. Downed power poles sure, but power sources? 



Fenner turbines power up while cause of collapse remains unknown 

Life is returning to the Fenner Wind Farm, one turbine at a time. 

A handful of local officials, residents and Enel North America employees watched Thursday 
morning as three of the farm's 19 windmills began turning. 

"Let's get them rolling," Fenner Supervisor Russell Cary said into a walkie-talkie. Within 
minutes, the blades were spinning - slowly at first, then picking up speed. The remaining 
turbines will return to service in the coming weeks. 

The windmills have stood silent since Dec. 27, when one of the 187-ton behemoths 
unexpectedly collapsed in the middle of a cornfield. 

The unprecedented collapse prompted an investigation to determine what caused it and 
triggered a shutdown of the wind farm, which, since 2001, had been churning out enough 
electricity to power a community of about 2,600 . 

"We wanted to make sure we did it right and did it safely for the employees, the landowners 
and the people who live close by," said Enel North America spokesman Hank Sennott. 

So far, the investigation has ruled out shoddy construction and deficiencies in the materials 
used. Engineers are still looking into historical load, geography, weather and other factors. 
A full report is expected later this year. 

In recent months, crews have reinforced each of the remaining towers' foundations with 4 
to 6 tons of steel and 10 truckloads of concrete. 

Enel officials plan to add a kiosk at the Fenner Renewable Energy Education Center 
explaining the incident. 

"A lot of lessons have been learned here," said Cary, who helped found the center in 2006. 



Officials Looking for Answers After Wind Turbine Collapse 

New York State's Public Service Commission investigators are trying to figure out why a wind turbine 

collapsed last week in upstate Clinton County. 

The Albany Times Union reports that Noble Environmental Power, which owns the 65-turbine Altona 

Wind Park, and turbine maker General Electric Co. found "wiring anomalies" prevented two turbines 

from shutting down as they are supposed to during a power outage. One tower collapsed in a fiery heap, 

starting a small fire on the ground. The other was damaged but remained standing. Debris was scattered 

as far as a quarter-mile away, the paper reported. WPTZ has video with images of the collapsed turbine. 

There were no reported injuries. The incident is believed to be the first collapse of a turbine in New 

York. The PSC would like G.E. and Noble to share information from their investigation with the agency. 

The 97.5 megawatt wind park provides enough energy to power to about 32,500 homes. In a statement, 

Noble said it is restarting the park gradually it and G.E. determine there are no more anomalies in the 

turbines. Noble said its own investigation could take months to complete. It did not give a time table for 

restoring the turbines to service, or provide a reason for the power outage at the site. 

Noble just announced in January that work on the Altona park was complete and that the facility was 

operating. along with two others the company owns. Economic conditions had forced Noble to put some 

development plans on hold and lay off workers last year. 



Turbine damage is relatively rare, but it does happen. Earlier this year, U.K. officials dealt with 

speculation that a UFO caused damage to a turbine there. Investigators settled on a more earthly cause 

after examining the situation. 

WCiean Technica (http://s.tt/12tPW) 



Parents of technician killed in Sherman County wind-turbine collapse file suit 

The parents of a 34-year-old technician who died when the 230-foot wind-turbine tower he was in 

collapsed to the ground in a Sherman County wheat field is suing for $7 million. 

In their lawsuit, Gail Eikanas and Jerry Mitchell fault the Danish turbine maker Siemens Wind Power 

A/S, the Klondike Wind Farms Ill and owners PPM Energy, among others. Their son, Chadd Mitchell. 

died in August 2007. He was the father of two. 

The suit was filed Thursday in Multnomah County Circuit Court. According to the suit, the wind turbine's 

rotor went into "overspeed," causing the structure to crash to the ground and crush Mitchell. 

In early 2008, the Oregon Occupational Safety and Health Division fined Siemens Power Generation 

$10,500 for safety violations, after a six-month investigation. 

The agency found that Siemens didn't properly train or supervise the employees on the job, and that 

Mitchell and another worker had less than two months of experience and were working without a 

supervisor. Siemens disagreed with the findings of safety violations, and appealed the findings. It's not 

clear what the outcome of that appeal was. 
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THE DARK SIDE OF "GREEN": WIND TURBINE ACCIDENTS, INJURIES 
AND FATALITIES RAISE SERIOUS SAFETY CONCERNS 

Wind turbine collapse-WindWatch, Trent 
Brome 

By Miriam Raftery 

April 4, 2012 (San Diego's East County) -
Today marks the "International Protest Day 
Against Wind Power" with 765 websites 
participating. 

A dark side of the wind industry that many 
media outlets have failed to report on is the 
thousands of documented cases of serious 
accidents. These include numerous 
documented cases of turbines falling over, 
blades flying off, injuries to workers and the 
public, and at least 99 reported fatality 
accidents. 

Of the deaths, 67 were wind industry and direct supporters workers or small turbine 
operators and 32 were public fatalities. 

How many tragedies have occurred worldwide is a well
kept secret within the wind industry. In the United 
Kingdom alone, however, Renewables UK, an industry 
trade association, has admitted to 1,500 wind turbine 
accidents/incidents in the UK alone during the past five 
years, the London Telegraph reported 

Wind turbine fire 

http://www. telegraph .co. u k/news/u knews/8948363/1500-accidents-and-i ncidents-on
UK-wind·farms.html. Those included 300 injuries and four deaths-in just one small 
part of the world. 

http:/ /eastcountymagazine.org/print/9238 8/28/2012 
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A partial database of accidents , injuries and deaths through December 2011 has been 
compiled at the Caithness Wind Farm Information Forum: 
http://www.caithnesswindfarms.co.uk/page4.htm 

According to the Caithness database, which estimates it represents only 9% of actual 
accidents (based on the RenewablesUK figures), an average of 128 accidents per year 
have occurred from 2007-2011, up from just 6 a year back in 1992-1996 due to the 
growing number of wind turbine installations. 

Among the most grisly tragedies was that of John Donnelly, a worker killed in Oregon 
in 1989 when a lanyard that as supposed to prevent falls for turbine workers became 
entangled, dragging him into the spinning machinery. According to Paul Gipe, an 
advocate of wind power who authored an article on fatalities, the medical examiner 
described Donnelly's demise as death by "multiple amputations", witnessed by a 
horrified coworker. 

Another Oregon worker, Chadd Mitchell, young father of two, was killed when a wind 
turbine tower he was in collapsed to the ground in Sherman County after the turbine's 
rotor went into "overspeed," the Oregonian reported on February 6, 2010. Siemens 
Power was fined for safety violations, and the family filed a lawsuit. 

Other deaths have included electrocutions, falls, crush injuries, construction accidents, 
and a Minnesota man who was nearly cut in half by a chunk of ice knocked off a 
turbine tower in 1994. Three suicides have also been linked to turbines, including a 
worker who hanged himself, a parachutist, and a farmer who killed himself after 
neighbors protested a turbine he put on his property. 

Caithness also has documented 221 separate incidences of blade failure, with pieces of 
blades documented to have flown over 1,300 meters-or 4,266 feet (4/5 of a mile). 
Blade pieces have gone through roofs and walls of nearby buildings. 

At least 121 structural failures have been recorded too, including entire wind turbines 
that have crashed to the ground. The website www.windaction.org documents many of 
these. Turbines have crashed to the ground in school yards, near homes, roads and 
walking paths where only by sheer luck was no one underneath when the multi-ton 
structures collapsed. In the Palm Springs area, a turbine spinning out of control forced 
closure of a major highway. There are also concerns about many turbines still standing 
-where failures such as cracked foundations and sinkage have been observed. 

Around 168 wind turbine fires have been documented. 
Some sparked brush fires and left some fire departments 
helpless to watch as oil in turbine components burned 
hundreds of feet in the air-out of reach of hoses
whirling burning debris across the landscape. 

http:/ /eastcountymagazine.org/print/923 8 8/28/2012 
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There are also many instances of ice throws hurling 
chunks of ice off blades-94 times in 2005 alone. 
Another 93 transport accidents involving turbines have 
been reported, including one turbine section that 
rammed through a house and another that knocked a 
utility pole through a restaurant. 

Wind turbine fire, Australia, 
WindWatch 

Disturbingly, EnergyBiz Magazine reported in its 
March/April 2011 edition that "More troubling for wind 
fleet owners and operators is that many turbines are 
coming off warranty. The end of last year marked the 
first time in U.S. history that more wind turbines were 
operating out of warranty than were covered, according 
to Wind Systems magazine, while many more are 
approaching the end of their warranties. Hidden costs of 
maintenance have climbed sharply, though some 
promising technologies may help reduce those costs, 

Energy Biz noted. 

Still the issues raise troubling questions: who will be responsible for catastrophic 
failures when warranties have run out? Are local boards making decisions regarding 
turbine placement sufficiently educated on the risks? 
How far away from a wind turbine is a safe setback 
distance? Locally, some proposed industrial wind 
projects would place turbines within a half mile of 
homes, on up to three sides of the dwellings, in Ocotillo. 
In McCain Valley, Iberdrola's Tule Wind proposes 
setbacks from roads of only 1.1 times the height of the 
turbine- or around 455 feet maximum. 

In Kansas, Rose Bacon, a member of the Governor's 
Energy Task Force, became so concerned about lack of 
teeth in regulations and vulnerability of inexperienced 
local officials in small towns facing proposals from 
international wind companies that she likened the 
scenario to the "wildcatter days in the oil business," the 
McPherson Sentinel reported in 2005. Farm surrounded-Illinois 

Below are some specific examples of serious incidents documented through the above 
websites, where many more incidents can also be found. 
A wind turbine crashed to the ground at a wind farm near The Dalles, Oregon in August 
2007, killing one worker and injuring another, Associated Press reported. 

http://eastcountymagazine.org/print/9238 8/28/2012 
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• A blade from a wind turbine at Lister Hospital in the United Kingdom flew off and 
hit a car just one month after becoming fully operational in September 2011, the 
Comet reported. 

• California Highway Patrol shut down Highway 58 for several hours to protect 
motorists from a runaway wind turbine in the Tehachapi area. "The runaway 
wind turbine, when it deteriorates or explodes, can send scrap metal and steel up 
to a mile away," CHP Officer Ed Smith said, the Tehachapi News reported. 

• A wind turbine plunged nearly 200 feet to the ground near I-10 in North Palm 
Springs after going into "overspeed", KPSP news reported on May 1, 2009. 

• An Iberdrola wind turbine caught fire on May 14, 2009 at Locust Ridge wind farm 
in Pennsylvania; the fire was blamed on a gear box problem. 

• A 187-ton wind turbine crashed to the ground at the Fenner wind farm in New 
York after breaking off at its base. Enel shut down the entire 20-turbine wind 
farm in Madison, County New York in June 2010 for at least six months, the 
Oneida Daily Dispatch and other newspapers reported. 

• Large chunks of seven turbine blades broke off at the Allegheny Ridge Wind Farm 
in Pennsylvania, with pieces flying over 500 feet, the Patriot News reported in 
May 2007. Spanish wind-energy company Gamesa blamed insufficient glue for 
the failures. 

• In Dolfor, United Kingdom, a turbine exploded and fell to the ground near walking 
tracks, leading the Shropshire Star to conclude In January 2012, "Turbines should 
be nowhere near public footpaths." 

• At Perkins High School in Ohio, blades on a month-old turbine broke apart while 
spinning, sending fiberglass pieces up to 40 yards (120 feet) away in February 
2009. In December 2010 a blade again detached; fortunately school was not in 
session. 

• A wind turbine crashed down near Western Reserve High School in Berlin Center 
in April 2011 in Ohio, WKBN news reported. 

• At Fakenham High School in the United Kingdom, students witnessed a 40-foot 
wind turbine crash onto the school's playing field and crush a contractor's van in 
December 2009, Windaction.org reported. 

• Redriven Power recalled blades after turbines therw blades onto an Ohio high 
school and an organic fig farm in northern California, Eastern AgriNews reported 
in May 2009. 

• A General Electric turbine collapsed at an Altona, New York wind farm, the Press
Republican reported, after neighbors heard explosions and the turbine caught fire. 

• In Norway, a blade from a Suez Energy North American V-90 wind turbine was 
hurled about 1,600 feet, landing near a home's back door, the Journal Pioneer 
reported in December 2008. 

• A turbine blade crashed through the roof of a neighbor's home in Wallaceburg, 
Canada, the Chatham Daily News reported in February 2009. 

• In November 2009, the Press & Journal reported that a wind turbine collapsed at 
Rasssay Primary School, forcing children to be sent home after it landed in their 
playground. 
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• A damaged transformer leaked 491 gallons of mineral oil in 2007 at the Maple 
Ridge Wind Farm's substation in New York; in 2009 a transformer at the same 
site was destroyed by fire, the Watertown Daily News reported. 

• A turbine near a highway twice lost blades, the Huron Daily Tribune reported in 
December 2010. 

• Offshore wind farms in the North Sea are in danger of tumbling down, Wind 
Energy Update reported on March 18, 2011, noting that dissolved grout had 
shifted turbines within their foundations at around 600 of Europe's 948 offshore 
turbines. 

• Renewables UK has warned that hundreds of offshore wind turbines could be 
suffering from a design that makes them sink into the sea, the Times Online 
reported on April 13, 2010. 

• Two men were injured while constructing a wind turbine tower in Rochester, 
Minnesota, the Post-Bulletin reported on January 14, 2011. 

• Proven Energy told owners of over 600 smaller turbines to shut them down due to 
fears of catstrophic mechanical failure, the Press and Journal reported in 
September 2011; the manufacturer suspended sales. 

• Five U.S. wind projects owned by Australia's Infigen Energy have been engaged in 
legal actions with turbine manufacturer Gamesa over repair costs and lost 
production due to various warranty-related disputes, Recharge News reported in 
December 2011. The largest of those cases involves the Kumeyaay Wind Farm in 
Campo, where all 75 turbine blades had to be replaced due to storm damage at a 
cost of over $34.5 million. Kumeyaay has "vigorously" contested a Gemsa claim 
and was pursuing warranty-related claims of $10 million against Gamesa, the 
story added. [Note: This project is listed by Pattern Energy as a "success" story in 
its application to the California Public Utility Commission for the Ocotillo Wind 
Express project) 

• Texas state representative Susan King had a wind turbine on her ranch that 
caught fire and burned two acres. She described it "throwing fire balls on my 
property"; KTXS found that despite pledges by Next Era Energy t o support 
volunteer fire departments, no funds had been provided in the past four years. 

• In Hokkaido, Japan, firefighters found hoses were too short to extinguish a fire in 
a 66-meter-high wind turbine, which took four hours to burn itself out. 

• Huge blades from three turbines in Huddersfield, England "were blown across a 
busy road and could have hurt wildlife or caused damage to property as well as 
endangering life," the London Telegraph reported in January 2012. Gale force 
winds were blamed. 

• In Western Illinois in 2008, a 6.5 ton blade sailed about 150 feet away, the 
Associated Press reported. 

• One month earlier, a 330 foot turbine "burst into flame in Ayrshire" during a 165-
mph storm on the Scottish border and crashed to the ground near a road, the 
Telegraph reported. 

• A Sheffield, Vermont wind turbine spilled 55-60 
gallons of gear oil, spraying it out 200 yards; each 
turbine generator holds about 110 gallons of 
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hydraulic and lubricating oils, the Burlington Free 
Press reported. 

• An Abilene, Texas wind turbine erupted into flames 
and spread to grass around the tower, KTXS News 
reported on August 26, 2011. The turbine was 
owned by NextEra Energy. 

• Iberdrola, the Spanish wind energy producer, 
blamed falling Suzlon Energy turbine blades on a 
one-tie accident, the Bloomberg News in North 
Dakota reported in May 18, 2011, suspending 
operations at its wind farm in North Rugby, North 
Dakota. The same model, however, suffered 

Oil stains, Campo-Andy 
Degroot 

cracked blades starting in 2007, prompting a $100 million global retrofit. 
• Three blades came off a turbine at a residence and farm in Forked River, New 

Jersey, causing the state to shut down its entire onshore wind turbine program in 
March 25, 2011, the NJ Spotlight reported. 

• A lightning fire at a wind turbine in Peterson, Iowa in August 2010 was the "third 
or fourth" turbine fire that the Peterson Fire Department had put out in a dozen 
years, the Sioux Cit Journal reported. 

• In White Deer Texas, News Channel 10 reported oil seeping down the sides of 
multiple turbines. 

• In Iga Mie Prefecture, Japan, the Asahi Shimbun reported in January 2008, 
"malfunctions and accidents involving wind turbines have occurred repeatedly 
across the country, leading to suspended services and even the scrapping of one 
facility ... Siipshod surveys of wind, flawed designs or sheer incompetence have 
dealt a blow to the reputatin of wind turbines ... " 

• Hundreds of motorists near Sunderland in the UK witnessed a turbine fire that 
caused rotor blades to break off; two more turbines by Vestas later fell over in 
high winds in Scotland, the JournaiUve reported in 2008. 

• Clipper Wind power had to spend $300 million to fix faulty blades after cracks 
appeared at multiple facilities, Enviornmental Finance reported in May 2009. 

• A $6 million wind turbine caught fire at the Cathedral Rocks Wind Farm, starting 
blazes on the ground from falling embers the Adelaide Now newspaper covering 
Australia/New Zealand reported in February 2009. 

• In Florida, the Desert Valley Star reported in January 2009 that FPL/NER operates 
60 wind turbines-and reportedly 40% were "malfunctioning, in disrepair, or need 
maintenance." 

• Windtech International reported that a survey of 75 wind farm operators in the 
U.S. in 2008 found that 60% of turbines may be behind in critical maintenance 
due largely to a shortage of qualified turbine technicians. 

While there are certainly many wind turbines that have never malfunctioned, the 
dangers cited above are real and have led many municipalities to adopt setback 
requirements from homes, roads, campgrounds, walkways, playgrounds and any 
inhabited buildings. 
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The wind industry has resisted setbacks, however. In Wind Energy Comes of Age, 
published in 1995, wind energy advocate Paul Gipe contends that setbacks of 500-
1000 feet from residences are "more than adequate to protect public safety" and notes 
that in Europe, windmills have often been installed in places frequented by the public. 
Gipe insists that despite many accidents, the odds of being injured by a wind turbine 
remain less than that chance of being struck by lightning. 

Setback distances vary widely. Some California communities use a multiple of size, 
such as three times the height of the turbine. Other areas have larger setback 
requirements. For instance, in Victoria Precinct, Australia, the government has adopted 
a 2 meter (1.24 mile) setback requirement for wind turbines to protect residents from 
risks of mechanical collapses. 

In Brown County, Wisconsin, the Board of Health in January passed a resolution 
seeking emergency financial aid for residents near wind turbines who suffered serious 
health impacts including some families who abandoned their homes due to health 
concerns. 

The Board called for adoption of the Wisconsin Citizens Safe Wind Siting Guidelines which 
would require setbacks of at least 2,640 feet from property lines, with further restrictions 
on shadow flicker, noise and other factors. Developers would also be required to submit a 
report with blade and debris throw calculations to protect public safety. 

Source URL (retrieved on 08/28/2012- 09:44): http:Ueastcountvmagazine.org/node/9238 
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Turbine Business Stumbling on High Maintenance Costs . 
by Peter Asmus 

W10d turbine technology has become a fully commercial venture, but the 
recent rapid growth of the wlnd industry has strained Hs supply chain to 
meet demand in a tirnely manner, Furthennore, unexpected compone'nt 
failures, especially electronic co11trols, ge·arboxes, generators, and rotor 
blades, have driven up operations and maintenance costs. 

During the course of the research for a new report just published by Wind 
Energy Update, tt ultimately became clear that reliable and verfflable data on 
wind industry operations and maintenance cOst trends is quite rare. In fact, 
there are no current Widely available data sets illustrating these wind 
industry costs. 

Proprietary research, reviews of scarce secondary sources and anecdotal evidence obtained through confidential interviews wlth wind 
industiy owners and operators and component suppliers suggest that operations and maintenance expenses are double or even trtple 
what was originally projected, partiClllarly with the latest class of muitl-megewatt machines now permeating the global wlnd mafl<et. 

Of course, nearly all machine and elec!rtcal components have a certain chance of failure whhln their design lifetime, anp wiM turbines 
are no different. SavVy operators can make problematic turbines look better through innovative In the field operations a11t1 maintenance 
strategies, Md vice-versa. 

Nonatheless, the wlnd lndui!try's prpmlses of derJVering cost effective clean renewable energy to combat global climate change Is being 
compromised bY higher than expected component failure rates, Gearboxes allegedly designed for a 20-year life are breaking down 
prematurely acro~s m0$t major manufacturing brands, are faiHng after only six to elght years of operation. 

The key, therefore, to long-term profitability for the wlnd industry Is reducing the risk of operations and maintenance, whether through 
superior designs, higher quality manufacturing, smarter component transportation techniques, and more strategic installation and field 
operations (or most likely. all the above). 

~Just a one percent Improvement In operations and maintenance makes a huge difference on the bottom line/' said one 30-year 
veteran of the wlnd Industry In the report (which provided corffldentlality for those it quoted). "Improved perfonnance is not ffee, but 
you're stili not paying for fuel. Operations and maintenance Is a much better use of capital." 

This same source made the following startling admission: 

"Engineers are still scratching their heads wh~n it comes to gearboxes. Even though gearboxes are certified to operate for 20 years, 
none ol them on today's mafl<et last mora than 8 years. It turns out that designing wlM turbines Is tougher than rocket science since 
the humongous stresses on geaiboxes goes all the way down to the microscopic level." 

Given the scope of today's operations and maintenance challenges, owner :Operators, component suppliers and manufac!urers have no 
JncenUve to reveal component failure data because the proPiems are so widespread. Revealing this. data will dampen enthusiasm for 
wlnd power, which now has widespread public and policy support. 

\Nihy would anyone want to harm their potential bottom lines? 

As one large wlnd turbine fleet manager bluntly stated, "We have the data on O&M costs, but we don't even share It wlth the 
manufaCturers. I've seen their data, and it Is all wrong; The problems are way, way worse. than they realize. if you keep a turbine long 
enough, It wm fail." 

The true costs of wlnd Industry operations and maintenance are also clouded by the fact that the majortty of current wlnd capacity Is 
just now coming out of warranty, so most owner-operators do not have access to data about their own wind projects! 

! On top of that, operations and maintenance costs are affected by specific turbine designs, the nature of slte:-speclfic wind resources, 



The majortty of those Interviewed said larger project operations and maintenance costs range from one to 2.5 cents per kilowatt-hour, 

compared to an early estimate by the largest U.S. manufacturer of just .5 cents per kilowatt-hour. At 2 cents per kilowatt-hour, 

. operations and maintenance costs are roughly equal to the federal production tax credit offered in the United States as a subsidy to 

i make wind cost-competitive. 

A long-term veteran of the wind industry, now stationed in Europe, who was involved with first-generation turbines in California in the 

early 1980s, made this poignant observation: 

"[Operations and maintenance] at .5 cents per kilowatt-hour? All of !he current figures I've seen for operations and maintenance don't 

reflect long-term reality. Interestingly enough, even at these high operations and maintenance cost levels, wind projects can still penCil 

out, espeCially in Europe." 

A warning: generalizations and averages are helpful, but operations and maintenance Challenges are often quite site and project 

specfflc, with major differences evident between the United States and European markets {as well as Asia and the rest of the world). 

A turbine may perform adequately in a typical terrestrtal regime with a capaCity factor of less than 20 percent In a moderate wind 

regime in Germany, but exhibit extreme fatigue in a hostile cold marine or scalding hot desert environments and operating at a 35 

percent capacity. Terrain and wind regimes play a b(g role in long-term performance, as do siting protocols, availability of adequately 

trained labour force, and the quality of component manufacturing. 

The current economic recession is a muCh needed pause, allowing tne entire wind industry- including its increasingly large and 

diverse supply Chain- to make a mid-course correction and prepare for the next. boom in deployments lying just around the corner. 

The Industry can no longer afford uneven component quality, long lead times for component replacements, and the high costs attached 

i to catastrophic wind turbine failures. 

j Now Is the time to plan for ways to boost returns on Investments by planning ahead and more accurately forecasting operations and 

· maintenance costs- and then respond with corresponding strategies, including a greater reliance upon both condition and 

performance monitoring systems which !'an alert operators to potential problems ahead of time. 

The key to reducing operations and maintenance liabilities is preventive maintenance substituting for unscheduled maintenance. Here 

Is a list of the prtmary findings derived from a Wind Energy Updale survey conducted for this report: 

• The percentage of wind turbines still under warranty during the time of Wind Energy Update survey was 79 percent. Due to this fact, 

most owner-operators don't even know what their exact costs of operations and maintenance are. Due to the unexpected high failure 

rates of major components with the mOst recent dass of multi-megawatt turbines, original equipment manufacturers have no motive to 

share their failure rate data with owner-operators, let alone researchers trying to publicize these facts. 

- Operations and maintenance costs for wind power are far higher than ortglnally projected, particularly In the Unfted States, now the 

wond's largest wind power market. 

- Europe's emphasis on preventive rather than reactive maintenance results in overall lower operations and maintenance costs than 

the United Slates; a 2 to 5 percent advantage if resource factors are accounted for. 

- ACC<)rding to thls Wind Energy Update survey, the percent change in wind farm return on investment was negative 21 percent w~h a 

standard deviation of 13 percent. This underperformance of wind assets Is most flkety attfibuted to both differences in power production 

and o~l~tlons and maintenance costs over original estimates . 

• The.1lli!)lle surveys showed !hat the percentage of total wind Initial project costs invested In operations and maintenance was 3 

percen~ With a standard deviation of 3 percent. Many project owner-operators had originally estimated operations and maintenance at 

one percent of Initial project costs. 

·Finally, the average values of operations and maintenance costs obtained from surveys were $0.027 per kilowatt-hour. This compares 

to early estimates by one of the worid's dominant turbine suppliers of $.005 per kilowatt-hour. 

! Part of the challenge facing the wind industry as It scales up turbines to more efficiently capture the kinetic energy from the wind is pure 

and simple science. While the weight of larger rotors is designed to capture wiQd energy Increases by the cube, power generation only 

increases by the square. 

In other words, Increasing rotor lengths from 40 to 80 metres Increases weight {and turbine cost) by a factor of 8, but energy capture 

only by a factor of 4. 

New, more radical designs such as two-bladed rotors, direct drtve turbines without gearboxes and even various vertical axis designs 

are now coming to market as designers $eek new innovations to addrass this fundamental dilemma. 

Reprinted with permission from Cleanteehies 
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Turbine prroposa~ prompts concern by Careflight pilot, 
OSP commander 

October16. 2009 by Breanne Paroels in Umana Dally Ci/Jzen- OH 

ln addition to local residents, emergency first responders are consideling how the 
proposal to site 70 wind turbines in Champaign County will impact them. 

The Federal Aviation Administration has issued notices Of presumed hazard .to navigable 
airspace for 38 of the proposed sites, noting their potential negative impact on Grimes 
Field. where a CareFiiQht hangar is located. and the privately-owned Weller Airoort. 
which was used for a helicopter landing and takeoff to transport a crash victim on Oct. 6. 

Bob Herbert, a CareFiight pilot contracted by Miami Valley Health $ystems, shared his 
thoughts on the effect of wind turbines and their relation to air ambulance service. Local 
private pilot Nino Vitale interviewed Herbert on behalf of the Dm1y Citizen on Oct. 14. 

"I didn't know that much about the project until a week or so ago," Herbert said. "I 
thought there would be a few in remote areas of the county, but this many? Wow!" 

When asked how it would affect CareFiight operations in the county, Herbert said he has 
FAA requirements and additional operations specifications that his company requires for 
safety reasons that could impede fiiqhts. 

"There are certain minimums we have to maintain and must stay out of the clouds and 
above the tallest object in the area and we also have to remain 500 feet below any cloud 
ceiling." he said. "Raising the obstruction minimum in an area restricts flights that can be 
rilade to deliver critical care. There will be many blocks of airspace near the turbines that 
will be shut down for CareFiight service." 

That could include two local spots that have frequent crashes, namely the intersections 
of Three Mile Road and state Route 29 and the intersection of U.S. Route 36 and state 
Route 814/Ludlow Road. 

Herbert said he has limited experience flying near turbines in another state. 

"I once flew near a wind farm near Morgantown, W. Va., but there is no need for medical 
flights there as the turbines are not located near people," he said. 

FAA regulations state flight operations must remain 500 feet below the clouds and 500 
feet from the nearest 'obstruction during daylight hours at a minimum. At niQht; those 
restrictions are eyen higher with a distance of 1.000 feet above the highest obstacle 
within a horizontal distance of five. miles. Herbert noted that those are minimums and 
visibility conditions and company requirements only add to the minimums mandated by 
the FAA. 



Herbert expressed concern about the impact of turbines on flying at night, since the 
diameter of the blades proposed in the project could be up to 328 feet and CareFiight 
responds to a large number of severe crashes when visibility isn't optimal due to time of 
day or weather conditions. 

"How do I determine a turbine from a tower?" Herbert asked. "Towers are lit at the top 
and don't move or create turbulence: turbines are lit 100 feet or more below the actual 
top and have rotating blades that cannot be seen in a wide area. We are a 12-hour-a
day minimum facility with many 24"hour days. often with 'flights in the dark. Wrth too 
many altitude restrictions and too many (turbines) in a small area, where do you go?" 

Herbert said the prospect of turbines worries him and other air ambulance pilots. 

"Bottom line, helicopter operations in Champaign County will be limited and this could 
delay critical care needed in assisting victims of accidents to Level1 trauma centers in 
Dayton and Columbus," he said. 

Nancy Thickel, a spokeswoman for Miami Valley Hospital, said a program manager with 
CareFiight's parent company, based in Pennsylvania, is considering the issue. According 
to the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection, more than 300 megawatts 
of wind power generation facilities are operational in that state. One of those facilities is 
another Everpower development, the 62.5 MW Highland project, which became 
operational in August 2009. 

Lt. Rick Zwayer, commander of the Marysville Post of the Ohio State Highway Patrol, 
said the safety of the motoring public is the .first priority for the OSHP, but the agency is 
also tasked with handling initial investigations for all aircraft accidents in the state. 

"We have a mutual concern with CareFiight. but since we are also responsible for 
investigating aircraft crashes. we are doubly concerned with safety." he said. "We don't 
just respond to road crashes. We also fly patrol aircraft, such as fixed-wing planes doing 
traffic enforcement and assisting other law enforcement agencies. and we have 
helicopters to help with search and rescue. marijuana eradication and special response 
situations." 

Zwayer said the number of turbines and the proximity siting to each other can increase 
the potential for danger to traffic and air travel. 

"Initially, without having them in the area, and no studies on traffic, it would be 
speculation on my part to say that they would be a distraction, but common.sense is if 
they're new to an area it would definitely be a distraction for some drivers as would any 
new landmark," Zwayer said of the effect on vehicular traffic. "It would certainly be a 
change to the. environment and we'd have to adjust. Our concern is Whatkind of 
adjustments have to be made and what effect thatwould have on our operations in the 
area. Safety is our primary responsibility." 

Web link: 
http://www.urbanacitizen.com/main.asp?SectioniD=3&SubSectioniD=5&ArticleiD=152199" 

(WINDACTION) 



ponte!l1lts of the Town of Ull1lion's Large Wind Ordinance 1 illiain 112/2.4/08 G is for GROUNI) 
CURRENT-- Pzni: 8 in our i<::mk at the history and contents of the town of Union's Large Wim! 
Ordinance AND photos of turbine construction phase in Fond du Lac County AND.J!lL!!.JlJS 
Stray Voltage a problem? What is it?? » 
12/27 !OS H is for HElP! ---What Did the EMS Helicopter pilot say about rescues near wi"'l turbines?_ 

H is for HELP! 

400 Foot Wind Turbines and EMS helicopters 

CliC!< HERE to read the !Flight for life memo which let fond du lac resndents know tilatlf. 
they live in the wind farms in !Fond du lac counhf-'_fjj_q_!lLfm·_Ufe emergenc_y_medi§;al 
h~ters wm no longer be iandh11g there, 

Wily? The 400 foot turbines make it too dangerous. 

Today we take a break from our look at the history and content of the Town of Union's lara~ Wim,[ 
On:linin11ce to post this question and answer session with Ray Slavik EMS pilot, retired. 

The following is atrn excerpt !from am interview with retired EMS pUiot Ray SUavik was 
submitted to the Calumet County Ad Hoc Committee researclhiHng pmposed ordinances 
!lJ<twernill1l!ll the pUacement <a>f wi1111d turbines in the county • 

. CLECI< HERE TO DOWNLOAD THIE JENTHl.IE ;l:NTERVIIEW 

The interview provides important insight into controling an aircraft in the vicinity of utility-scale 

turbines. 

Ray Slavik is a retired EMS Piiot who has fi<lllW!11 for 20 "'l'ean·s as a piBot before retirement. 



He is currently working as instructor for new helicopter pilots, checks pilot flight capabilities for 
insurance companies and completes pilot certification. He has also has a fixed wing pilots rating for 
both private and commercial aircraft. 

He was employed as an EMS pilot in Buffalo New York for about 2 years, than transferred to work as a 
relief pilot through out WI. 

Ray worked for Theda Clark Hospital as an EMS pilot for over 16 years making numerous EMS flights 
into and out of Calumet County before retirement. He has also served as a pilot for the search and 
rescue helicopter service in Green Bay and the surrounding counties. 

We opened our conversation with Ray asking. "Why is this information important to you and 
who has asked to get this information?" 

I explained to Ray that I am a Co-Chairman for the Township of Chilton's WES advisory committee and 
also a member of the Calumet County Ad Hoc committee appointed to help the county review and come 
up with information and recommendations on proposed Ordnances and any changes that may need to 
be made. I have been appointed by the Chairman of the Calumet County Board and also Chairman of 
the Ad Hoc committee to research the EMS flight information. 

Do you feel that an EMS pilot would be able to land near a Large Wind Turbine if they shut 
them off? 

Don't kid yourself, they will most likely not land anywhere in the County where these turbines are 
located, I have arrived at many accident scenes before the sheriffs dept. We (helicopter and crew) are 
often 3f4 of the way to an accident scene before the sheriff's Department or other people in authority 
arrive on the scene. The 1st responders often make the first call and we are on the way. Time is the 
important issue and that is the reason for the EMS flights. The sooner we arrive for transport the better 
the chance of saving that life. Remember the reason we are there is to be able to transport the patient 
to the nearest Trauma Center as quickly as possible. If the patient needs to be transported by ground 
to a location free of Turbines or to the Calumet Medical Center instead of direct pick up from the 
accident scene valuable time is lost and that is what the EMS helicopter program is all about. 

What are the EMS flight regulations for maximum altitude when flying into Calumet County 
because of all of the current air traffic? 

EMS ceiling for Flight: they may go as high as 10,000 ft. Above that oxygen is needed, which is not 
carried on board. Current part 135 of the FAA regulations require V2 mile of ground visibility and a 300 
foot ceiling. However the operation specifications for each flight program is usually higher than FAA 
minimums. If the visibility or ceiling falls below the operational specifications for that flight program the 
pilot cannot legally accept the flight. 

A pilot would need a minimum of 500 feet above a known object to fly safely over it. So if an object is 
500 feet tall an EMS helicopter would need to be 1,000 feet off the ground to fly over it. This would 
limit flights to days when there is a cloud ceiling of 1,000 feet or greater. The FAA regulations allow for 
flight with a ceiling of 300 feet, this would greatly limit the available days for Flights into and out of the 
Chilton Hospital. 

Pilots are more comfortable flying over areas that they know obstruction heights day and night, 
however they are limited by their operation specifications on how low they can fly. Other factors 
depend on the type of weather such as low cloud ceiling verse rain, sleet or snow. 



When flying VFR (Visual Flight Rules) in a helicopter it is important to have visual clues at all times. The 
books say that if you lose control of the helicopter because of clouds or visibility you would have about 
20 seconds to gain control and fly by the instruments. 

The flight weather reports are only good for 5 nautical mile radius of the airport which is giving out that 
informaUon. As a pilot you don't know what may be out further in your route. You may leave knowing 
you have good flight data but the weather may change and push you closer and closer to the ground as 
you are flying. 

f have often left my home base when the weather is ok but had to spend 3 to 5 hours on the ground 
waiting for a baby with health problems to be born so I can transport them to a neonatal center. Do 
you want to be the one who has to tell the parents why their child is going to die? Because you can't fly 
into an area anymore to safely pick them up. 

What type of effect W<DII.IIid this tll.llll"ll:mle11Jce have on a helicopter? 

Being that the lift is provided by the large overhead rotor, the tail rotor counteracts the torque of the 
main rotor which keep the aircraft flying straight Any interference with the tail rotor system could cause 
the aircraft to yaw left or right or even spin. Since it would be most affected by turbulence from the 
side of the aircraft, your corridor must be wide enough so that any turbulence side would not have any 
adverse affect on the tail rotor. If the turbulence did affect it, your aircraft would start to spin in 
rotation with the large overhead rotor causing a major loss of flight control. Turbulence will also affect 
the main rotor. It is this large rotor that provides the lift, but it does not do this by rotating on a level 
plan. The rotors flap as they rotate around the center or hub. It is this flapping that causes the lift that 
allows the helicopter to fly. If turbulence interferes with this it would cause the helicopter to lose it's lift 
and it's ability to remain in the air. 

Enough turbulence will cause you to lose control of the aircraft. 

What 111is'taH1!ce is 111eederdl to make a safe 11l<Drmal speed tu.sm? 

. That would depend on several factors, on a clear day with very little wind a 30 degree bank turn may 
require only 114 to 112 mile to make. But when you are affected by low visibility from a low cloud ceiling 
or it is night time you would be required to make a more gentle turn to keep from losing altitude and 
your visible horizon location. This would require that a maximum 20 degree banked tum be made. This 



turn would require at least a '12 mile of safe clearance to safely turn the aircraft around. Other factors 
such as bad weather conditions may require an even larger area. · 

If you get disorientated due to low visibility. low ceiling height and/or turbulence and you lose the 
horizon you have 20 seconds to get your craft under control or it will crash! 

What: other problems would these turbines present to an EMS pilot? 

I have often used the (Night Sun light) on my helicopter to locate an obstacle or tower to be able to fly 
in close to make a safe landing or have safe passage around it. The problem with the Wind Turbine is 
the turbulence would not allow you to fly in close enough to use the (Night Sun light) to properly 
navigate and protect your own life, as well as those you are responsible for aboard your aircraft. 

What about the way that the warning lights are designed on the Wind Turbines? 

I have studied how these are placed in the FAA manuals and have a great concern about how these 
lights are place. They are placed at the top of the tower on the generator housing and than a blade can 
extend 100 to 200 feet beyond this without any lighting showing their maximum height. It would be 
impossible to make a safe passage through an area where there could be 50 or 100 of these Wind 
Turbines. So it could become a no fly zone for on the scene EMS helicopter services. This would limit 
EMS helicopter transports through such an area. This same problem would happen if a low cloud ceiling 
height did not provide enough safe clearance over the rotor tips. I would say this would require at least 
500 to 600 feet of clearance above the rotor tips ... 

What would be your prespec:tive on this issue? 

I would compare this to my experience of many on site EMS helicopter transports from rural car 
accidents scenes. 

Often when you have an uncontrolled intersection in the country and there are a series of accidents 
there, you will then turn around and put up a stop sign to solve the problem. I have been unable to find 
any data that supports the fact that these Turbines would not cause any problems, so think about 
putting up that stop sign before the accident happens. 

Look at protecting what you currently have as far as the EMS services are concerned. 

With the information that you have been provided on the current size and type of wind 
turbine, what would you consider to be a safe travel corridor width needed to allow for the 
EMS helicopter service to safely fly to and from Calumet Memorial Hospital? 

One Nautical Mile would be to narrow. It would not allow for safe flight path even down the middle 
because of the influence of turbulence created by the Wind Turbines on either side. Even without the 
influence that air turbulence would have on the aircraft. You must provide room for safe travel, as well 
as to allow for a safe normal speed turn to be made. I would say that a clear flight path corridor should 
be a minimum of 1 '12 nautical miles, with 2 miles being the preferred distance. 
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Position Statement Regarding Wind Turbines and 5afe Landing 
Zones 
Flight For Life is committed to safety and quality patient care in 
our operations. 
Flight For life is aware of plans for the construction of wind 
turbine farms throughout the State of 
Wisconsin over the next several years. We, in coordination with 
our aircraft vendor, have reviewed the 
potential turbulence wind turbines may or may not create. In 
general, wind turbines are viewed in the 
same manner as any other obstruction encountered along flight 
paths, Including power lines, utility poles, 
large signs, cell towers, or any other similar object. 
Operating Heljcopter EMS (HEMS) aircraft near wind turbines is 
not precluded; however additional 
training for landing zone selection near wind turbines should be 
reviewed with all agencies. Flight For 
life has trained and is available to work with local law 
enforcement, fire department, and emergency 
medical services in setting up safe landing zones. 
There may be times that the selected landing zone for a HEMS 
scene flight response, located In the area 
of a wind turbine, is determined to be inappropriate for landing. 
Flight For life will coordinate an alternate 
landing zone with local on-scene agencies and ensure that rapid 
and timely access to the patient occurs 
without compromising safety or patient care. 
Contact your local HEMS program to schedule landing zone 
training sessions. If you have additional 
questions regarding HEMS operations in and around wind 
turbines, please contact your local HEMS 
program for additional informatio 
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Dwight .. IL 
Emington Woman Critically Injured 

in March 3 Accident 
by Meta Machulis 

A single-vehicle accident 
in the rural Emington area 
led to a medical helicopter 
landing at Dwight Township · 
High School during the early 
morning hours of Wednes
day, March 3. 

Accord.ing to Lt. Mike 
Glowacki of the Livingston 
County Sheriff's Police, the 

accident occurred at about 
2:21 a.m. Christina M. 
Harris,· 34, of Emington '>Vas 
driving a 2001 Chevrolet 
Blazer eastbound on 2600 
North Road near 2900 East 
Road when the vehicle leti 
the roadway and entered the 
ditch, causing the vehicle to 
become airborne and strike 
the embankment on the east 
side of the ditch, Glowacki 

said. 
Emergency personnel 

from Saunemin, Cullom, 
Crunpus, Emington, Dwight 
and SELCAS responded to 
the accident. 

Banis had to be extricat
ed fwm the vehicle, 
Glowacki said. She was 
taken by amulance to an ath
letic field at Dwight 
Tmvnship High SchooL 
where she was transported to 

!''•'""' "',., • • ,.,, .. • ,.,.,,, .... , .. .,. "''""' "",.,,"' • : a medical helicopter and 

Dwight VFW Post #2608 
and Ladies ' · 

and Men s Auxiliaries 

It taken to Advocate Good 
11 Samaritan Hospital in 
: Do\vners Grove. Jason 
,. Simmons of the Campus Fire 
• Department explained that 
"' the helicopter was unable to 

land at the scene of the ned
dent due to the wind turbines 
in the area. 

Hanis was reported to be 
in critical condition Wed
nesday moming, March 3. 

MARCH14 

"Jason Simmons 

of the Campus 

Fire Department 

explained that the 

helicopter was 

unable to land at 

the scene due to 

wind turbines in 

the area" 



-----Original Message-----

From: Mary Soma <thepaper190J @sbcglobal.net> 

To: csdwta <csdwta@aol.com> 

~ 'nt: Thu, Mar 24,2011 5:20am 

Subject: Re: Question? 

Hi Linda, 

I (Meta Machulis) wrote that article and would be happy to answer your questions. 

All of the information, with the exception of the last two sentences, was provided to me on a phone call 

with Lieutenant Mike Glowacki. I am under the impression that he was reading from the official report, 

but regardless, he is an official source and all the accident information was attributed to Lt. Glowacki in 

my article. 

As the article states, the second-to-last sentence was information provided by Jason Simmons of the 

Campus Fire Department, via my phone call to him. He told me, quite simply, that the helicopter was 

unable to land at the scene ofthe accident due to wind turbines in the area. 

I believe the last sentence, regarding Harris' condition, was relayed from a local radio station. 

]''~retraction was ever issued because we have never had any reason to believe that any of the 

information in that article was false or not based on factual information. lfthere was some official 

change to the information, we were never notified. To the best of my knowledge, all the information 

provided in that article was, and is, true and correct. 

The accident report is public information and should be available to you from the Livingston County 

Sheriff, if you would like to double-check it. I believe the report does say that Harris was taken by 

ambulance to the field at DTHS and then transported by helicopter to the hospital, but does not state 

WHY, which is the reason I asked Mr. Simmons to tell me, as an emergency official, why the helicopter 

did not land at the scene. What he told me is what I put in the article. 

I hope this information clears things up. Let me know if you have any other questions. 

Thanks, 

Meta Machulis 

I 

Tt1.: Paper 

204 E Chippewa 

Dwight 1L 60420 
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Investigators with the National Transportation Safety Board are on the scene of a fatal plane 
crash in Crosby county. A crop duster crashed this morning near County Road 183 in 
Crosbtyon. That's 38 miles east of Lubbock. Fiftv-five year-old Bill Tidwell was killed. 

Investigators believe the plane hit a wind tower and clipped the left wing and then 
crashed the plane about a quarter mile North of the tower. They say a farmer saw 
the plane and noticed it didn't complete the last circle of crop dusting. He then looked to see 
smoke coming from the field, and called Bill's son who was waiting for his father to arrive 
back at the Crosbyton airport. 

Bill Tidwell was a well known member of the community of Crosbyton, as he owned a crop 
dusting business called the MacAdoo flying service. Bill, who was 55 years old, is survived 
by a daughter Delice and a son Billy Ray Junior. Friends say Bill loved Nascar and loved to 
fly, and will be deeply missed. 

A DPS officer on scene said, "Mr. Tidwell was a good friend to everybody, especially to law 
enforcement. He took us up to look for meth labs. He was someone I considered a friend 
and a friend to everybody in the community." 

The NTSB is now investigating the crash. The manufacturer of the plane is also en route to 
Crosbyton to help with the investigation, and to determine if the plane experienced 
mechanical problems even before takeoff. 
is/19/05 -
:Friends in Crosbyton 

!
!Remember Pilot Killed in 
Crop Dusting Plane Crash 
!After a crop dusting plane crash 
!killed pilot Bill Tidwill Thursday 
!,morning near Crosbyton, close 
ifriends say a true friend was 
!lost, and they'll miss his love 
[for life. 
KCBD.com News Channell! 5-19-05 WORLD NOW & KCBD & RA YCOM MEDIA STATION 



NTSB: Sacramento 
agriculture pilot killed by 
unseen hazard 

George Warren Last updated 1 hr ago Posted: 
1/19/2011 

Plane crash after hitting MET 

~CRAMENTO, CA- The agricultural pilot killed 
iile seeding a field in the Delta likely never saw 

the steel tower that caused the fatal crash, according 
to a preliminary report from the National 
Transportation Safety Board. 

Stephen Allen, 58, of Courtland, struck an unmarked 
198-foot tower Jan. 10 that had been erected on 
Webb Tract in 2009 to evaluate the possible 
placement of wind turbines, according to the NTSB. 

NTSB preliminary report 

Witnesses said Allen made no attempt to evade the 
tower prior to the crash, according to the report. 

If meteorological evaluation tower, or MET, were just 
two feet taller, the Federal Aviation Administration 
would have required orange and white stripes and 
lighting. 

"The fact that these towers are narrow, unmarked, 
and grey in color makes for a structure that is nearly 

Safety Concerns Associated with METs 

invisible under some atmospheric conditions," NTSB 
investigator Kristi Dunks wrote in the report. 

Veteran agricultural pilot Russ Stocker, 56, of Bob's 
Flying Service in Knights Landing said unmarked 
towers like METs are a source of constant worry. 

"If you're standing on the ground, you'll see it. But if 
you go out a half mile away .. some of this stuff 
becomes invisible," Stocker said. 

The National Agricultural Aviation Association has 
lobbied the FAA to require stripes and lighting on 
METs below the 200 foot limit. The NAAA also 
advocates colored sleeves on the guy wires. 

"They go up overnight. Literally overnight. And 
there's no central database to log their existence," 
said NAAA executive director Andrew Moore. 

Moore said at least 24 pilots have been killed by low 
towers in the past decade, although not all of the 
towers were METs. 

Moore believes energy companies have resisted 
attempts to publicly disclose the locations of their 
METs because they don't want competitors to know 
where they're exploring. 

The FAA is seeking comments on a proposal to 
guide owners of METs on the marking and 
illuminating of the towers. The FAA called the 
proposal "guidance," but said it would not be 
mandatory. 

The request for comments was posted on the 
Federal Register Jan. 5, five days before the crash 

Proper marking of MET towers will save fue lives oflow-level aircraft pilots. Unmarked METs have 
characteristics fuat make fuem particularly hazardous to low-level aviation because they are difficult to see. 
These difficult to see characteristics include, as fue photograph below and ofuers shown later in fuese comments 
indicate, the combination offuem being slim, grey in color, wifu difficult to see guy wires; no footprint on fue 
ground; and fueir ability to be erected in a short period of time-sometimes literally overnight- wifu no 
requirement to notify anyone or log fuem into any tower database for low-level aviation users in which to be 
made aware offueir location. 



Wind. Farms and Aerial Application 
Advancing Wind Power In Illinois Conference 2009 
Illinois Windworking Group {Panel Session 7-16-09) 

Rick Reed, Illinois Agricultural Aviation Association President 
217-234-9439 or Reedfly@aol.com 

- 33 years of Aerial Applicaton Experience 
*Owner/Operator of Reed's Fly-On Farming 
*Three Air Tractor 502 Aircraft {loaded weight four tons each) 
* Speed of Application - 150 mph while using GPS equipment 
*Cockpit- 'That's What I Call My Office" 

-Illinois 
* 29 aerial application businesses 
• 50 airplanes 
* 5 helicopters 
* 300 pilots licensed in Illinois {increased from 100 in 2-3 years) 
* 7 Million acres of Illinois cropland sprayed in last 2 years 

-The United Nations reports that one billion go to bed hungry each night 

- 20% of U.S. land has achieved maximum productivity 

- " Wind Turbines and Aircraft are not Compatible" 

-Turning off the turbines to spray does not solve the problem. 
It doesn't matter if the blades are rotating or not. 

-Hazards of MET {Meteorological Testing) Towers 

• "By the Time you see it, you are within three seconds of hitting it." 
• Motto: "Ferry above Five (500 feet) to Stay Alive" 

but you also have to be able to see the met. towers 
• Over 200 met. towers in Illinois 
• Two years ago a friend was killed hitting a met. tower 
• Aerial applicators have pleaded with wind developers 
to mark the towers and provide met tower locations for a database 

• Eco Energy has initiated discussion about marking met towers 

"I've flown over portions of wind farms that I will not take a loaded 
plane in. It's not safe." 

- Each ag pilot makes own decision on how much buffer to leave 
between his aircraft and a wind turbine. He is pilot-in-command. 

- "It's time to see the bigger picture and look past the dollar signs." 

-Offended when professional pilots are called "Those crazy cropdusters." 
*Has logged 15,000 hours in air 
* Has flown 33 years accident-free 
*Equivalent to 21 months of in the air. 
*"I'm very good at what I do." 

- Some pilots now implement extra charges for flying near wind turbines. 
It's a fact that the surcharges will become staridard. 

-The challenge is to maintain efficiency - Costs $8/minute to run a turbine aircraft 

-Why can't you just tum them off? 
* Still have 400-600 foot tall obstacles in field 
*Still have 1/4 mile of turbulence downwind 
* Still have turbulence moving the product around 
* Still have to tum to get out of the field 

Would need all wind turbines within 112 mile turned off 
* "Turning them on and off would only work if you turned them off 

in June and back on in September." 

- Why can't you just spray with a helicopter instead? 
• Only five helicopters operating in the state 
*They have to keep moving like a fixed wing aircraft does 
*They fly slower, are less efficient, and cover less acreage 

Helicopters spray at 80 mph, Aircraft at 150 mph 

- Are there any fields in wind farms that have been sprayed? 
"Yes, I've seen pictures from Ellsworth. 
Schertz Aerial Service sprays in it where they can." 

- "Twin Groves Wind Farm near Ellsworth looks like God dropped a handful 
of jacks. A healthy percentage of it can never be sprayed by air again.'' 

(linear pattern improves the possibility of treating a field) 

-''I'm spraying in a four ton aircraft at 150 mph. Most of my pull-up is around 200 
feet. The taller the turbines, the bigger the problem. I have to circle, to get 
above the turbines to complete my paperwork on the field I just sprayed. I have 
to reset my GPS. The increased cost is due to more than just fuel." 

-An untreated field with Asian Rust can experience 80% crop loss 

- Couldn't more helicopters be brought in? 
"I would imagine they would double or triple their application rates if they were 
being brought in just to spray in a hostile environment" {within a wind farm) 

-"I am your 911. You only come to me because a ground rig can't get it done." 

- What are the characteristics of a field where you can spray? 
"A lack of wind turbines" 





posted: March 11,2010 •Technology, U.S., Wisconsin 

Wind Farm Interference Showing Up on Doppler Radar 
[Alternate short URL for linking • HOME] 

Author: Kavinsky, Mark 

During late 2008 and early 2009, an energy wind farm consisting of 36 turbines began operation in east 
central Dodge connty on Butler Ridge in Herman township. This is about 2 miles east oflron Ridge, just 
north of Rubicon and just south of Mayville and Theresa. 

Butler Ridge has an elevation of 1170 feet above mean sea level, which is about 300 feet above the elevation 
of the town of Hustisford, located just to the west. The Butler Ridge wind farm is about 30 miles directly 
north of the Weather Surveillance Doppler Radar located at the National Weather Service office near 

in far eastern Jefferson P-mmtv. 

Dodge County Wind Tilrbine Farm 

Unfortnnately, the Butler Ridge wind farm and its turbines are within the radar line of sight (RLOS) of the 
NWS doppler radar in eastern Jefferson connty. The height of the wind turbine towers are about 260 feet 
above the gronnd, and the turbine blades are about 300 feet in diameter. Hence the top of the wind turbine 
rotors are about 400 feet above the gronnd on Butler Ridge. 

At this height, the rotating turbine blades of the wind farm impact the KMKX Doppler Radar beam. As you 
can see in the above image depicting most of southeast Wisconsin, the rotating wind turbines are having an 
affect on the radar beam. 

A small part of the electromagnetic energy radar beam sent from the radar is reflected back by the rotating 
turbines. The radar processes this "returned energy" as an area of precipitation and plots it accordingly on the 



map. This contamination of the base reflectivity image as illustrated in the below image, has an effect on the 
radar used to estimate rainfall and to detect certain storm characteristics. 

Wind Turbine Clutter - Reflectivity 

The rotating turbines also impact the velocity base data as you can see from the below image. This velocity 
data is used by radar operators and by a variety of algorithms in the radar's data processors to detect certain 
storm characteristics such as tornado vortex signatures, and relative storm motion. 



Base Velocity Image with Wind Turbine Clutter 

The KMKX doppler radar has a sophisticated clutter/interference removal scheme, however the scheme was 
designed to filter out spurious returned (reflected) energy that has little or no motion. This is effective for 
removing the returned signals from terrain, buildings, and other non-moving structures. Unfortunately, the 
radar sees the rotating wind turbine blades as targets having reflectivity and motion, hence processes these 
returns as weather. 

The below two hour animation from the evening of April 1, between 915 pm and 11 pm CDT shows the 
persistent interference from the Butler Ridge wind turbine farm on the KMKX base reflectivity radar image. 

Animation of Wind Turbine Clutter 

Wind turbine clutter or interference that shows up on the base reflectivity and velocity images produced by 
the doppler radar can have several impacts including: 

• Thunderstorm or winter storm characteristics could be masked or 
misinterpreted, reducing warning effectiveness in the vicinity of, and 
downrange of the wind farm. 

• False signatures contaminating Doppler velocity data in the vicinity and 
downrange of the wind energy facility could reduce forecaster's situational 
awarness, particularly during hazardous/severe weather events. 

• Data masking or contamination if thunderstorms develop over the wind 
farm may negatively impact warning effectiveness. 



• False precipitation estimates conld negatively impact flash-flood warning 
effectiveness. 

The best mitigation technique is to avoid locating wind turbines in the radar line of sight (RLOS) of the 
doppler radar. The National Weather Service is conducting an outreach program to ensure the wind energy 
industry and developers are aware ofNWS Doppler Radar locations and the potential impacts on radar data. 
The NWS Radar Operations Center (ROC) works with these developers and suggests mitigation options to 
consider. 

The NWS continues to learn about wind farm impacts on radars, weather forecast office operations, and 
other users where radars and wind farms are already in close proximity. Based on this information, the NWS 
will develop training materials for radar operators and weather forecasters on how to identifY, mitigate, and 
partially work around wind turbine impacts during forecast and warning operations. 

For much more information on how wind turbines impact doppler weather radar, check out the ROCwebsite. 

Marc Kavinsky 
Senior Meteorologist 
National Weather Service Weather Forecast Office 
Milwaukee/Snllivan, WI 
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Wind Turbines Interfering with WANE-TV Doppler Radar 

Published January 19, 20121 Byadmin 

If you are skeptical about other articles and information regarding turbine interference with 
Doppler weather radar, take a look at this image: 

Many times I have tuned my television to 15.3 to check on the local conditions ... and most of the 
time, there is a stationary blob near Van Wert. This blob just happens to reside in the same 
location as the industrial wind turbine installations in Van Wert and Paulding counties. It either 
rains there A LOT, or the turbines are messing up the radar. 

Do we really want to handicap the technology that warns us about the many severe storms that 
our area experiences? Is that a tornado, or is it a wind turbine? 
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WECS case# 12-2012 

Wind Turbine Impact on Emergency Response!'<.~~~~~,<,.,\, 

• Time is the most important issue when it comes to saving lives. 

• E.M.S. Helicopter ambulance service is about saving time and lives. 

• The "Golden Hour" rule for quick Emergency treatment is described byMedicalQfficials ciC:J:~~!:l~~g 
nation, as the most crucial part of whether a victim of catastrophic rirrnm,::hmrP"' 1ATil1,::11rvivP I ·· · · 

• Time is lost if a patient needs to be placed into a ground ambulance and tratlli;po:rt~,g.t,oa 'lje!li,\391 
ambulance landing zone. 

• Obstacles in this type of rescue could delay critical care needed 
1 trauma centers. 



ECS case# 12-2012 

FAA Guidelines and Regulations: 

" There are certain minimums and pilot 
guidelines that must be maintained according 
to FAA regulations: 

.. FAA regulations state flight operations must 
remain 500 feet below any cloud ceiling and 500 
feet from the nearest obstruction during 
daylight hours at a minimum. 

• At night those restrictions are even higher with 
a distance of 1000 feet above the highest 
obstacle with a horizon distance of 5 miles. 

Federal 
Administration 



WECS case # 12-2012 
Wisconsin Flight for Life - Position Statement 

0 RE Wind Turbines and Safe Landing Zones: 

"' "Flight For Life is committed to safety and quality patient carein our op,era:~tl!J~:':cl~r~~~l~i~~~!,~\~~i 
'" We, in coordination with our air craft vendor, have reviewed the potentialtl 

turbines may or may not create. 

'" In general, wind turbines are viewed in the same manner as any other 
encountered a:long flight paths, including power lines, utility polls, large signs, 
any other similar object. 

'" Operating Helicopter (HEMS) aircraft near wind turbines is not precluded, .· .· .•··· ...... · ..•... · 
additiona1 training for landing zone selection near wind turbines should be reviewed witha:ll 
agencies. 

'" Flight For Life has trained and is ava:ilable to work with 1uLa1 

Departments, and Emergency Medical Services is setting 

• .· ... · •. ·.···Th··. . er·.· e··. ar. e man.. y tim.·es that the selected area of a .wjnd·· .. · .. ·• tur·bo~jeis <ieter!~'S;~~j~~~~4~f;i.>i~~<;·j~~/;~~ll~<~~tJ, inappropriate fro landing. . ·••·.·• 



ECS case# 12-2012 

Livingston County, Illinois: Emington Woman Criticallylnjun~d inM(}]c:cyi~. 

· A single vehicle accident in the rural Emington area led to a medicalhelicopterl<:~.l'tqm~ ...••. 
Township High School during the early morning hours of WednesdayMarch3;20~0,.;··· · • .·. ~·\·:De;::~')} 

, __ '';<:·;-:y;;,-~.!>:'Wi),t;'-f"·--

• Christina M. Harris, 34, of Emington was driving a 2001 Chevrolet Blazer, "5;VherttileX'eJ;\i¢~~,l~~~·i~ 
roadway and entered the ditch, causing the vehicle to become airborne and strike tf1e.¢!1}b~~ 

• Emergency personnel from Saunemin, Cullom, Campus, Emington, Dwight 
responded to the accident. 

• Harris had to be extricated from the vehicle, Lt. Mike Glowacki of the 
Department said. 

• She was taken by ambulance to an athletic field at Dwight Township 
transported to a medical helicopter and taken to Advocate Good Sarrtaritan Hospil:af;:ijt'[)I')Wli~t 
Grove. 

• Jason Simmons of the Campus Fire Department explained thatthe helic6p~~r'\V~~'~I:iJ~lt~;J~(1_r·~~ 
the scene due to the wind turbines in the area. 



ECS case# 12-2012 
Wind Turbine & Medical Helicopter Transport Conclusion: 

• Tower are lit at the top and don't move or create turbulence. 

• Turbines are lit 100 ft or more below the actual top and have rotating 
seen in a wide area. 

• We are in a County with a proposed development for 100 - 492 ftturbines. 
this many turbines, where do the medical helicopter transport systems go 

• Could this uncertainty delay critical care needed in assisting victimswithin the. wind, 
development boundaries to Levell trauma centers? 

• A further setback in the Boone county ordinance concerning turbin~s anti th.~irprqxitm.:~.~~' 
roadways is needed. 

• The current setback is and the new language in the text a1Ile!lqiiJ.~nfif> 1 
the turbine = 541' from existing roadway. 



WECS case# 12-2012 
Wind Turbine & Medical Helicopter Transport Conclusion: 

• These road ways might be the only area a Medivac helicopter will be auJ.<= ~c!l~t}~t~~~,,~\~~~~~ 
proximity to an accident victim during a medical emergency. 

• The ordinance needs to provide a safe area for landing in the case the lapgtiag¢~di$¢tlj!l 
from roadways are not changed. 

• The building of "helipads", to FAA specifications is needed and should be (:op.Striict~q a_t·'tJ1& 
developers cost rather than cost ensued by the County. 

• FAA Guidelines stipulate that these helipads be inspected by the State ofillinoisfor safetY (")11. 
a yearly basis. 

• In order to ensure safety of Helicopter Emergency Transport situ.atio11s witlriJ:l ~<.?91"l.~F~"!:t1"l.'I:Y 
wind development, these helipads should be constructedin"No turbulence/1 q.r~c::~.sap(i 

· should be safe "fly in" and "fly out" zones for Medivac airlifts. 


